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INDO-EUROPEAN VERBAL FLEXION WAS 
ANALYTICAL. 

Surviving analytical complexes. 

The process of evolution in language, like the biological process, 
starts with a minimum of origination; advances with a maximum 
of adaptation combination development; ends in what appears to 
us as greater functional precision and simplification or, in the in
evitable metaphor of our manner of speaking, decay and loss. 

1. In the following pages I shall attempt to show how the IE. verbal 
flexion grew out of analytical complexes of rootnouns, in infinitival 
and participial function, followed by the normal forms of the verbs 
'ire',' esse ', 'stare', etc. Such groups were more nearly like modern 
English than Homeric Greek. These complexes were finally isolated 
into the forms we now interpret as presents, futures, perfects, aorists, 
desideratives, middles. Phonetic phenomena such as haplology, 
sometimes of the not quite perfect sort seen in Lat. ex(sec)ta, are 
largely in evidence, but of specific new assumptions I have made 
but three: 1st, on the basis of the samdhi variation between the final 
diphthong -e and -a in Sanskrit, that doublets like Cly• : Doric tlyu, 

vocatives like 11v1-«pa : Skr. kanye, 1st person perfects like ol/Ja : Lat. 
videi, 2d person olcr6a : vidisti are phenomena of IE. samdhi; 2d, 
that when nominatival -s was followed in a complex by a vowel 
initial it yielded SS; 3d, that an IE. compound, formed and isolated 
during the period when an accented syllable was causing in its 
predecessor the weakening that we call the zero-grade, would suffer 
loss of any short vowel, whether 1 or u, in the pretonic position. 

2. The IE. complexes that I have assumed do not range more 
widely than such historically attested instances as the following in 
Greek (examples chiefly extracted from Goodwin's Greek Moods 
and Tenses 772, 830, 895): (1) brlTfE lovcra (Hdt.) quasi 'par
turiens'; ( 2) 1111 J 61>.ovcra (Soph.) "whatever she wants"; (3) oMI T&r 

Z1rr111 dpq11 11:al >.01yo11 &,..t.11a1 (Homer) "nor is there any one to [=shall, 
can any one] keep off curse and ruin"; (4) d>.>.a T&r tl;i fl7Tt'i11 (Homer) 
"but let some one go-to-tell" [=tell]; (sf fJij if>•vy"'~ (Homer)" he 
took flight" in contrast with fJ~ /JI 6lu11 "he started to run"; (6) 
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f/1~ T'avTri• al•'°'" baa ...amlr (Hdt.) "he always praised her (he went on 
praising her)". 

3. Corresponding Sanskrit examples, chiefly from Whitney's 
Grammar 1075, are: (1) parikrlrj,anta iisan (MS.) "they were 
playing about"; (2) syantsyant sy-ftt "may be about to drive"; 
(3) frrJvan tiqtltasi (RV.) 'audiens stas'; (4) prativavadato 'tiqfltan 
(Ait. Br.) "kept vehemently refusing"; (S) vibltajann eti (RV.) 
"he ever gives away"; (6) agnir . . dakann ait (PB.) "Agni kept 
burning"; (7) pariijitii yanto (TB.;= devicti euntes) "getting 
beaten"; (8) gltnanta; caranti (PB.;= caedentes eunt) "they 
make a practice of beating". 

4. The Avesta has particularly instructive examples for the 
infinitive complexes with ' esse' and 'ire '. I have extracted the 
following from Bartholomae Wbch. 271 m, for asti 'est'; (1) 8woi 
aki= tueri es (in...,tuendo es), with the sense of beas rather than 
defendis; (2) voi alti = gaudere es, i.e. delectas; (3) kii8e atJka( = 
amare erit, amabit; (4) noi[ hiiu iis vaoze = neque ille erat (for est) 
vehere, i. e. non vehit; (5) asti banee (959) = est ferendo (cf. est 
solvendo), i.e.' potitur, possidet '. Note with the locative of nouns 
(6) OPers. asnaiy iikam =in progressione eram, i. e. "I was 
marching"; (7) Av. altmi ewaltmi-vicieoi (Y. 32, 8) ="sum in 
tua secretione ",i.e." werde ich von dir geschieden werden"; (8) 
ya[ usnqm aeiti vae~a (Y. 10, 13) = si voluntatum it in~adipiscendo, 
i.e. adipiscitur. For the root ay, as in the last example, but rather 
with the sense of 'versari ',we have (9) aeni banei =earn (i.e. ibo) 
ferre (" ich will kiinftig hervorbringen "). Note further for 'stare' 
(16ol, 2) (10) tl lti.ftmti yzara·yzarmtl.f="iilae...,res Stant fluc
fluctuantes" (cf.§ 31 4). 

Ellipsis in analytical complexes. 
5. The ellipsis of the leading verb, when a mere copula, is 

admissible for all numbers and persons. In the Sanskrit peri
phrastic future (v. Whitney §944) it is the rule to write the agent 
noun alone in the singular, dual, plural for the third persons (i. e. 
diitft, dat/J;rau, datflras), but to express the 1st and 2d persons of all 
the numbers by the singular noun welded with the appropriate 
forms of the copula (i.e. sg. diit1rsmi -si, pl. -smas - stka). But the 
ellipsis sometimes affects the 1st and 2d persons, and dual and plural 
forms of the noun prius are sometimes employed in those persons. 
Barring the time note, the future connotation, auctor sum es est, 
auctores sumus estis sunt represent a formation identical with the 
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Sanskrit future periphrastic.1 If Horace C. I. 9. 21, nunc et latentis 
proditor intimo/gratus puellae risus ab angulo, were Vedic prose , 
we should not need to trouble, as the Horatian annotators needs 
must, over zeugma in proditor (Skr. pradata[r]), for it would carry 
est (ors#) with it, makingproditor=prodat. 

6. Another ellipsis to which attention may be called at the be
ginning is that of the copula with the infinitive in Sanskrit, e. g. 
nakim £ndro n£karlave " Indra is not to be put down" (Whitney 
§982 c). The Latin historical infinitive is no doubt analogous , and 
it becomes an open question whether the 2d pl. pass. agimini is not 
the infinitive rather than the participle (sc. estis). 

The REX~ERO forms (relatively late IE.) 
7. In the Rig Veda we have recorded forms not a few centuries 

closer to the proethnic speech than any other forms of record, and 
that system of verbal flexion now generally known as the injunctive 
there has the value of past and present narrative tenses, and of 
subjunctives and optatives, which are the emotional forms of verbal 
utterance (35). After the Rig Veda there was a gradual elimination 
of such timelessness and moodlessness in the injunctive system. 
This injunctive flux was also represented(?), as Professor Bloomfield 
has pointed out in AJ Ph. 33, I sq., in a different sort of moodless~ 
ness: "As far as earliest Hindu speech is concerned, ideas which 
are expressed in a given mood may be, and are, on a large and 
surprising scale, expressed equally well in another mood, the circum
stances under which the two statements are made being precisely 
the same". Especially note the interchange of the future with the 
subjunctive, imperative, precative (v. exx. I. c. 29; Speyer Ved. 
u. Skr. Syntax 183, where the subjunctive is pronouoced the most 
usual form of the future in the mantra or song parts of the Vedas). 
In Latin, ert't and all the -am 1st persons are now explained as 
original subjunctives. Accordingly, in the exposition of the in
junctive forms to follow I shall deem it expedient to waste no further 
words when I present promiscuously forms classified as presents, 
futures, aorists, subjunctives; nor shall I specially remark on. the 
occasional middle forms included among the actives. 

8. And now, to plunge abruptly, I propose to study forms of the 

1 The Latin combination au&tor est (cf. Umbr. uhiur 'magistratus collegii 
cuiusdam ') belongs with Av. aog ' praedicare ' (Bartholomae Wbch. 37) and not, 
as Prellwitz correctly sees, directly to wxoµat. 
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rex-ero type on the supposition that rex- 1 is, or was, a rootnoun 
in the nominative, while - ero is identical with Latin ero eris erit, 
original paradigm ESO ESES(I) ESET(I), etc. 

9. This assumes that the rootnoun rex was participial enough 
in its nature to govern the accusative, i. e. was a transitive noun. 
I note Vergil's populum late regem, where 1·egem = dominantem; 
also cf. in Horace (cited in §5)Proditor=prodens. Examples of 
transitive rootnouns in composition in the Rig Veda are ahz"rh apa"IJ, 
pari~th'ff,m = draconem aquas circumstantem; yarh yajnarh par£bhflr 
dsi = quod sacrum circumstans es. Similar accusative regimen 
with nouns adjective, e. g. gnarures• esse hanc rem (Plautus, Mo. 
rno), and substantive (v. exx. in Riemann et Goelzer Gram. Comp. 
du Gree et du Latin, Syntaxe, §§ 53-54) is not so rare. An in
transitive prius in tux-er#. 

10. The conviction must have been forced on all who have dealt 
studiously with the Sanskrit and Avestan vocabularies that the 
monosyllabic and rootnouns are remnants of a formation of very 
much wider extent; and the conclusion will not be remote that these 
rootnouns are, in fact, nominally inflected roots. On the general 
instability of the monosyllable cf. Wackernagel in IF. Anz. 24, u4. 
Be it noted that these nouns occur with the ! and ovocalism and, 
under conditions, in the zero grade also; and function both as 
action and agent nouns, as infinitivals and participials, e. g. in Latin 
nlc-s (action) and au-spec-s (agent), reg-s (agent); in F&rr-r: Lat. 
voc-s (action), KXOin-r 'thief' (agent). It should be further noted, 
apropos of Skr. p'ff,d[s] 'foot', acc. p'ff,d-am: Lat. pe[ d]-s, acc. pedem, 
that the long and short vowels might vary in the same paradigm. 
In Lat. dux 'leader' we have the weakest vocalism, while in Dies 
Cpiter): Skr. dyazis we have a vriddhied diphthong. Any of these 
grades might have entered into the injunctive flexion, but the o 
grades are found only in other complexes (56, 59). 

11. No justified objection to the complex rex-ero can arise in 
the singular forms, unless the objector is prepared to object to 
Horatian sive reges I sive inopes erimtts coloni. Against rex-er
imus an objection would lie and, in spite of Skr. data 'smas (5), 
it may be asked why not *reges~erimus or, with haplologic re

1 By using the tie or bind in these forms I seek to indicate that though tending 
to a restricted order the complexes long remained separable (57). Used as in 
in aecipimdo (§ 4) the tie indicates the locative of the original Avestan. 

r1 explain gnarurts, with an abnormal -ti., as a pf. ptc., dissimilated from 
*gntinuus : Skr. vij[n]anu3/JS (g. sg.) 'gnaruris'; see on Umbr. eovortuso, 74, 92. 
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duction, *regerimus. One may wonder if this state of things has 
survived in legerimus: intellexerimus, the lexA forms representing 
the predominance of the singular type, the legA forms of the plural, 
under the influence, of course, of pf. legit. 

12. The shortening assumed for *regesA[es]omos fulfilled itself 
in Latin for some singulars, e.g. in th.e short future (perfects) capsit, 
rapsit, clef>sit (old formula in Livy, 22, 10, 5), from *capsA e[se]t, 
etc. Particularly note that the -sAero futures occur chiefly in verbs 
entitled to rootnouns with a nominative in -s. In liquid verbs, 
forms like verrerit, vellerit, volserit (see Neue Formenlehre 3, 
pp. 4u, 419) may contain, however, a nominatival -sunder the con
ditions pointed out below ( 17) for the Greek aorists. The pf. lucsA
[es]it will have been the haplological form of lucsA erit (9). 

13. The conditions assumed for futures like capsit,facsit, clepsit 
are exactly fulfilled in Sanskrit in the sa aorist, where the curious 
limitation obtains that sa is only attached to roots where the re
sultant group yields kl/, as in dukqas 1 'mulgeas ',from duk11~a[sa]s, 
wherein the prius duk11~ is earlier than the Sanskrit reduction of all 
double consonant finals. 

14. In Greek there were two treatments of the combination 
DEIKSA ESO! lSt with haplology' a.•E-6); 2d without it, the buE-•w type. 
Note the different gradation of the noun prius in a.;~"' as compared 
with Skr. dik11as. In Latin dtixero, if the quantity is certain, while 
we may have a vriddhied nominative older than dux, we may 
rather have to recognize the influence of the present douco. 

15. Why, in all these forms, did the singular rex oust the plural 
reges? In the light of the Sanskrit periphrastic future (5) the fact 
is clear enough ; but later on, when we come to the present system, 
we shall see the occasional survival of the plural ending and its 
intrusion-as perhaps in legero: intellexero (u)-into the singular. 

16. There was one class of rootnouns, involving the commonest 
stems, wherein IE. n. sg. and pl. were alike, viz.: in the compounds 
of roots in long vowels, cf. Homeric l<aora,8.jr~[•u]1ora1,• µnauonjr~[..y]c.1, 

civauonjr~[•u]ovu&v, «aoraO>)u"',bn8tfuoµU1,1tapa8quoµ••· Typically, ofcourse, 
these plurals in -71r are pre-Greek, and the intervocalic u has always 
been explained by the analogy of the ">..<t"' type, but the explan

1 A connection with Latin ducere ubera is scarce to be doubted. 
2 By writing interior r in a Greek form I indicate the phonetic phenomenon 

symbolized in §I by -ss. Note alongside of welded complexes like Kamf36rem1 
an instance like tvdm kl ratnadkfJ. dsi (RV. r, 15, 3), wherein °dkii.sAasi remained 
separable. 
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ation from -ss may rather be the correct one. All that this means 
is that 8i,u-r.> was the syllabification employed. For a noun prius 
of this type note the relatively perfect equation between Skr. 
diis'""'atkah (RV. 8, IO, l) and bciis'"'rro11. In the Sanskrit form, as I 
remark in advance, tk is either haplological for stk (80, 82) or has 
arisen according to §71 (cf. 75, 80-81). 

17. In the liquid verbs Greek has clearly preserved traces of the 
complexes with '"'Eso. In Homeric p.o<,,, 'manebo ', if p.•11'"' is not a 
neuter (69)-or a suffixless locative infinitive {38)-it may have 
been brought over from the plural p.o[rrrl(u)ovu' (but see 15). 
Even the weakest grade (IO) appears in the prius in icara-icra11-lovu1 
(z 409) and icara-icra11-iru8r (:S: 481), wherein -icTa11- is in the vowel 
stage of dikiJ'"' in Skr. dik1Jas (14). The fact that the complexes long 
remained separable (57) is reflected in the unaugmented aorist 
<Iyupa llyupr11, wherein ay•'P~ is from a secondary (or original?) 
nominative *ay•ps like x•lp 'hand' from *x•ps. Thus we account for 
the difference between the futures like dyyr>..[ur((u)ovu' and the 
aorists like {/yyu>..• from ayy•>..s-[ru]r. 

18. Nor was the rootnoun the only prius employed. ln 
+•vbqur.> (: t•vbr.>) we have the agent noun t•vbi,s + [•u]r.>, and 
p•>..T,uovu•11 (b'<,.ol f,,.rro,) will contain the prius *,..>..,,s 'cura' (v. Cic. 
Att. IO, 7, 4 navalis apparatus ei semper antiquissima cura fuit). 
For *µ•ATJs cf. Lat. labos konos (with a different vocalism) and the 
Sanskrit masculines bhiyas- 'timor ', jaras- 'senectus' (nomm. non 
lectis). The aorist type b/,.iJb,,s'"'[,,u]a-cf. also lpap..vp'"'11ua from 
,.ap..vp, a most clear agent noun (88-89)-may contain a posterius 
ESA: Skr. pf. asa, employed solely to form periphrastic perfects. 
[On (ij..qo..,,, <cr,..,,ua see § 59.J 

19. These perfects have an apparent accusative in -am as a prius, 
followed by cakara ' feci ', iisa 'fui ', babhtiva 'fui '. Morphologically 
this form in -am is a samdhi form for -an, nom. sg. of a participle 
(-,,,,,). The prevalence of the samdhi form proper only before the 
infrequent form babhtiva would have been due to mistaking the -ii 
form before cakara for an accusative. The original participle with 
cakara is justified by a Greek case like r3 y' 1,,.0,T,uas a11ap11i,uas ,.. = 
bene me monuisti (Plato), cf. olo11 • • 1Tolus ~yovpoos (Ch. 166 C.) = 
what, do you think? Note the Skr. gen. pll. in an (not am) men
tioned by Macdonnell Vedic Syntax p. 262 a, and cf. KZ. 2o. 219. 

20. If we had in Sanskrit the injunctive corresponding to rexero 
it would fall into the s aorist, lSt sg. riikfam, i.e. raks'"'[as]am, 
and in Rig Veda its 2d and 3d sg. would have been *rakiJ, i. e. rii~, 
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with entire ellipsis of -asas -asat. Now it happens that we actually 
do find rat in injunctive function in RV. 6, 12, I, where Ludwig's 
proposal to render it by "soil herrschen" (RV. IV, 354) met the 
approval of Bohtlingk in PW.', s. v. raj: "wohl verbum fin. und 
der accent zu tilgen ". Macdonnell 1. c. § 452 cites rat as a 
"present injunctive". Other forms of the same type are yat 
'sacres, celebres ',a-vat 'vexisti ',vat (YV.) 'vexit '. 

21. Perhaps the commonest form of this type in RV. is adyaut 
(2d sg. 1°; 3d sg. 14°; cf. dyaut 3d sg. 1°). This verb form be
longs with the noun dyaus 'dies', and it may be that after a fashion 
common in Sanskrit of adjusting -s and -t to the 2d and 3d persons 
-t is for -s. Besides, as a 2d and 3d sg., dyaus would have tended 
towards *dyaut (cf. Whitney 226 d). It was perhaps from this 
single form dyaut that -t firmly attached itself to the root DYU, 

otherwise attested only in the noun dyaus and its case forms. The 
diphthong type of the 1st sg. *dyautJam is found in 81v~-[•uJoµa' 
'curram '. 

22. The omission of the copula with the form rat is precisely 
what habitually took place in the future data, and I do not feel 
that rat need go accentless any more than 3d sg. data (see § 5, 
and on the Vedic forerunners of the data flexion cf. Whitney 946). 

The Sanskrit sigmatic aorists ; the ptupetfect. 

23. In the Sanskrit development of the paradigm of the s 
aorist the noun prius in the singular seems to have pervaded the 
dual and plural, and some of these injunctive forms look clearly to 
have imperative forms of as' esse' in the complex, e. g., to use 
Whitney's paradigm, 2d and 3d dual a-naitJ-(s)tJm, 2d plural 
a-nai1J-(s)ta. 

24. But what are the 2d and 3d sg. endings -is -it found in the 
other Vedas for theses aorists? Though another origin is possi
ble (59, 62) I suggest that they are identical with our Latin friends 
sis sit (33). Thus in AV. 10, 9, 7, maib!tyo (=ma eb!tyo) blza~i'I} 
( = ne ab_eis metuens_sis), we have a negative turn exactly like the 
turn in numquam istuc di.xis neque animum induxis tuom (Plautus 
Cp. 149). So, in spite of the absence of the -(s)iS forms from the 
Rig Veda, IE. forerunners seem certain. 

25. The Sanskrit itJ aorists are of slightly different formation, 
though their 2d and 3d persons in -iS -U may really belong to the 
type of blziiitJU, having spread from roots in -s, as e. g. mos-(s)is 
'rapsis ', raklJ-(s)is 'defendas ', kirhs-(s)u lzims-(s)il 'noceas 
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noceat ', das-(s)it 'vastet '. In vadhi-tJta 'caedatis' -tJta is the im
perative=' este' (23), preceded by a locative infinitive in -i (37). 
Another possibility to mention, especially in view of the vocalic dif
ference between Skr. d-veditJam and ;;aEn, is that an agent noun in 
-is-cf. the transitive noun in -m in pc211.-.s ~u8a TaaE (Eur.)-say 
WEIDIS 'sciens ', combined with [ES]E yielded a Skr. 1st sg. 
a-vedis-[as]am, but a Greek ?ilJ[ur•(rr)a. The intransitive nouns in 
-is, often reduplicated, were rather common in the Vedas (Whitney 
270 f.). Lat. dedisses (ss from -ss, §1) contains DEDIS- = Skr. 
dadz's (transitive, see Whitney 271 f.) + -es as in amares (61), 
while dederat comes from ded[isresat. 

The ESK0/1siCo complexes. 
26. This explanation of aveditJam leads me to insert, somewhat 

out of its due order, the explanation of the Greek verbs in -lu1C"'· 

Thus EvplrrK"' is from *Evp's- [Eu]""'i IJ6oico• = IJos- (82) + [EuJi(oJI; in 
£-f:larricE 'went ', cpauKE 'said' the priora were {3as - and cpas- , these 
shortened forms being comparable with aos-(: a1a"'I''). So Skr. 
gficchati 'goes' will be from GwAxs-[Es]KETI; 1 cf. also Lat. 
pas-[es]cor. On the relation of ESKO : EIMI see§ 52. 

27. We should perhaps also admit into our calculations -ISKE-, 
from the root EI, in which case we shall have an explanation of 
Lat. pro-.ftciScor, from the infinitive pro-.ftci (like z'ntetjici) + z'scor; 
cf. pacr(t')scor 'ad_pacendum eo '. So in Aeolic 611al-u1e"' we have 
a dative prius e.~- (from g hnii- •nex' : Skr. han 'necare' : : Skr. 
vra- 'troop' : var ' surround ', cf. Macdonnell I. c. 367; or like 
Av. voi, see §4) + (l)SKO. The future 6a11ovpa' is like ICTQJIEOJ'lll (17). 
Of course Evplu""' {26) admits of the division Evp-lrrK"'' but note its 
future •vp~s-,,, {cf. 18 and 25). I do not overlook that this analysis 
of the ISKO and ESKO forms assumes a greater antiquity for these 
simplices than for the SKO-verbs in general (52). In leaving the 
group it is well to note that the type of Lat. crudescz't comes from 
crud[osrescit, while vesperascit is contracted (? procope) from 
vespera-( e )scit. Note ltlc[ os-]escz't, prius = AEvic6s 'clarus '. 

Sanskrit desideratives. 

28. With the injunctives belong the Sanskrit desideratives, based 
on reduplicated agent nouns, e. g. 3d sg. dkits-[as]at 'se~mon
strans_erat ', pipas-[as]ati' bibens_est ', whence 'bibere vult '. 

1 On Skr. as, not ~(Skr. i), in the form gdukati note bkananti (RV.) ( = fantur):
fatur: : Lat. danunt : t-O(.)-Ka (7rr71 ). 
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Genitive regimen due to compos#ion wz"fk substantive. 
29. The syntactical consequences of the above explanation re

main yet to be drawn. In RV. 6, 12, 1, rat' rex esto' (20) governs 
a genitive barkisa'l) 'sacrae herbae' (quasi • pulvini '). This means 
that rd~ still had its noun regimen, cf. cases like Skr.jeta dkanani 
'vincens bona' in contrast with }eta jananam 1 'victor gentium '. 
Thus we learn to interpret the genitive with fut. ~mn>...i1~-[•u]"' as 
due to the noun prius, while a dative was the case of possession 
with the copula in the posterius. 

Tke non-thematic optalive was a subjunctive. 
30. It seems never to have occurred to anybody to ponder the 

origin of the optative type of Skr. sy'lJ,t: Lat. siet. There is a condi
tion of growth in animals when we call them hidebound, cf. 
lx•a•pp.la. Similarly trees are sometimes barkbound. We scientific 
mortals are very apt so to be bound by our classifications as not to be 
able to peer through the meshes of our own schematisms. I suffer 
thus constantly myself. The term optative (.v1<n1c~) has bound us 
thus and we have long Jain under the spell of that nomenclature. 

31. What is syai: siet? Waiving questions of chronology not 
yet within our scrutiny, IE. s(i)yet is a long vowel subjunctive of the 
root ES in its weakest stage of s (perhaps in the last resort a procope 
product; cf. Lat. 's 'st) as inflected after the (1)vE present system. 
This mode of fiexion ranged widely (v. exx. in Brugmann Gr.' 2, 
2, §§ 705-727) and to deny it to the root ES were wholly unwarranted, 
unless it could be shown that the (I)YE conjugation and the long
vowel subjunctive arose in IE. flexion after the so-called non
thematic optative had crystallized. 

32. This subjunctive in (I)YE had undoubtedly been segregated 
and allocated to special use proethnically; and secondary endings, 
starting with the 2d and 3d sg. where the subjunctive had -s1/-s 
-T!/-T, had been given to the entire optative paradigm, which 
demonstrably ran as follows : 

Sg. I (E)S(I)YE-M 2 (E)S(I)YE ·S 3 (E)S(I)YE·T 
Pl. I (E)S(I)YE-MOS 2 (E)S(I)YE-TE 3 (E)s(I)YENT' 

1 Note that here the accent of the first jlla (transitive noun), which I take to 
be of diacritic purport, adheres also to jlta with genitive. 

2 By writing (E)s(I)YiM, etc., I mean to indicate that the initial E of Elev, e.g., 
is just as likely to be of IE. provenance as to be due to an eth.nic analogy. I hold 
that Hom. elev is the normal Greek descendant of (E)S(I)YiiNT, and so is Lat. 
simt, Osc. o-siin[ns (see Buck Elem. Buch § 195). Surely Lat. utis Lith . 'istt 
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33. In this paradigm neither the Greek nor the Sanskrit forms 
give any warrant for the reduction of optatival YE to i, and there 
was, under normal conditions for the subjunctive active, no accentual 
shift to produce reduced vocalism. There was such a shift in the 
middle, and we have Skr. 1st sg. act. afy'flm (for phonetically 
rigorous *fyam) 'adipiscar': 1st pl. mid. afi-maki 'adipiscamur' 
(but see 34). How these conditions could have affected the paradigm 
of ESIYEM, even though l11oµa1 is a middle future, I do not see; yet 
Lat. simus sitis, Umbr. sir si sei, OHG. sis seem to certify the 
reduced forms. For the active optative of ES, however, I am prone 
to believe that I came in from compound forms or enclitic uses of 
·SYES ·SYET (see Kretschmer as cited below, 59). 

Present suffix (I)YE : EI 'ire'. 
34. After the exposition further along (44 sq.) of the r6le of the 

root EI 'ire' in forming verb complexes it will become clear that the 
present formant IYE is a present stem of EI. Thus in Skr. afimaki, 
e.g., we have an infinitive *afl (37)+imaki (RV.)=imus; in dukita 
'mulgeat' a complex duki = ad~mulgendum +ho 'eat'. For 
af(i)y'flt 'capiat' the possibility must also be weighed that the 
prius was af, an agent noun nominative prior to the adoption of -s 
in that case (cf. 104-105); or that, taking *a;'i for the prius, the 
posteri us was -yii/: Skr. ya ' ire'. 

Moods of emotional origin: mood syntax. 
35. It can be no acaident, however the resolutely but mistakenly 

pragmatical have cried pooh-pooh, that the emotional verb forms, 
the subjunctive and optative, of our mother-speech are characterized 
by long vocalism which admits of the tremolo, and by diphthongs, 
at least concomitant with-as in Sicily (see Schneegans, ap. Meyer
Liibke Ital. Gram. 35; Wechssler Gibt's Lautges. 131) they have 
been shown to be the result of-passionate utterance. Language, 
we keep forgetting, is speech; and mood-I mean temper-dis
tinctions obtain to-day universally; and in English we still, for we 

Greek taTE have a proethnic E·, in spite of the greater regularization of the Indo
Iranian paradigms in regard of the distribution of the strong and weak root 
forms. Likewise Lat. sumus comes to its rights when we combine it with mmus, 
both from a startform {B)SOKOS; and the total loss of the initial E· would be due 
to the generalization of cases of procope to which this enclitic verb was liable, 
as e. g. in Lat. tutumst leetust lectu's (cf. Eng. thafs). Thus Lat. sun/ and erunt, 
Skr. sdnli are all to be derived from (E)SONTI, with o by deflection in the -syllable 
after the accent. On the 3d pl. {S)ENTI see § 51. In the Gothic 2d pl. siyaip 
we have a contamination of non-thematic SIYiTE by the thematic ESOITE (cf. 
loi • siet '). 
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are still an ludo-European folk, indicate them by tone of voice. 
On the printed page only the context, the little emotional words 
accompanying (see Morris Principles and Methods in Syntax 45 
sq.), reveals the feeling, and the "mood" does not reside primarily 
in the objective form of the word. 

36. For genuinely historical syntax no very momentous conse
quences flow from the demonstration that the "optative" is merely 
a "subjunctive" allocated to special function. It merely shifts to 
the proethnic period the actual problem of Latin st'et, viz.: that it is 
a "subjunctive" as well as an "optative"-and originally neither, 
but a complex with prior infinitive, in which ·(I)YET meant "goes", 
the whole used as a present future desiderative (see 63-65). Pro
fessor Bloomfield has lately shown (7) how little modal distinctions 
meant in hieratic Sanskrit, and I have elsewhere noted (Cl. Quart. 
5, 190) that by reverting, after the manner of speaking, to the IE. 
period we sometimes do not bring ourselves sensibly nearer to 
syntactical origins than when we ponder on the phenomena, say, of 
Latin syntax. I have never believed that tenable distinctions can 
be drawn between future subjunctive optative imperative. The 
Sanskrit injunctives unite all these functions and exhibit aorist, i. e. 
narrative, functions besides, thus retaining and reflecting conditions 
prior to the allocation of special mood values to special objective 
forms. Our English imperative come is an optative when we sing 
" Come thou almighty king"; it is a something milder, a reveren
tial, a precative, in "Come, Holy Spirit, heavenly dove"; it is still 
something short of an imperative in "Come, ye disconsolate", or 
even in "Come to dinner"; but in "Come at once, I tell you", it 
is imperious. Note conversely 2d sg. opt. t'mmais=impv. cape in 
Old Prussian. 

The Sanskrit future t'n -(i')qyll#. 

37. In Skr. na;t'-tJyd.# 'peribit' ( = ad_necem est) kant'-syd.# 
'necabit' ( = ad_caedem est; note the different voice that arises 
from taking the infinitival prius as active or passive) I interpret 
-syd.# as pres. indicative to sy-fU, original pres.'' subjunctive". The 
prius nafi, here infinitivally employed, is absolutely identical with 
the Latin locative nec-e, and the complex = 'im_sterben ist '. The 
Vedic infinitives in -t', though not very numerously recorded, are 
perfectly certain (cf. Macdonnell I. c. § 578). There is little, and I 
rather think no, formal justification (pace Brugmann op. cit. § 749) 
for interpreting the t' of na;t'syd.# as from ~. Still an agent noun 
prius might be admitted, or an ES infinitive-suffixless locative (50). 
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Thus 80-fo 'feriet ',the thematic diphthong (55) apart, may be from 
GWHENEs-(s)YETI or from GwHENE[s1]-sv:E:T1, cf. Skr. avi11ya# 
where, as in avedi11am (25), the haplology affected a different one 
of the like syllables. 

38. But we come out most simply with IJ,11-<u when we set down 
8,,, as a suffixless locative (for the interpretation of which see 
§50) + -.(u)u, which is the Greek correspondent of Lat. erit. By 
good fortune the Rig Veda has preserved evidence of this forma
tion in tmesi, in the words (I, 120, 7): 

yuvam by "fistam (dual) mah6 ran l 
vos enin1 eratis magnum donare 

"ihr wart bestimmt grosses zu spenden" (Ludwig, followed 
by Griffith). 

Here ran is an infinitive from the root ra 'dare', and we have in 
the context (1, 120, 6c) a precise counterpart in dan from the syno
nym root dii, viz. : in the words 

"Ii'k11t ~ubhas pati dan • 
hue oculos, splendoris compotes (dual), date 
dasz ihr, herren des glanzes, hieher die augen ricktet 

(Ludwig). 

1 The Vedic commentator Sayana did not know what part of speech rdn was, 
but he knew its meaning perfectly; see PW.• s . v. rdn. 

'The Sanskrit root dan set up in the Petersburg: lexica (PW.1 III, 507) on the 
basis of two Rig Veda passages does not exist. The passages are: 

I, 174, 2a, ddno Vifa indra m'f'dlzrdviita~, 

where Ludwig renders ddnas by liitetest, Grassmann by straftest, Griffith 
by lzum/Jledst. The pada ought to be rendered by 

dedisli <in fugam> vicos (::; hostes), Indra, maledicentes; 

cf. Bell. Gall. 5, 51 Caesar .. celeriter hostes in fugam d at, Phaedrus t 22 
improbam <mustelam> leto dedit. There is a kindred use of oirfoµt (Lidd~ll9 

and Scotts. v. II), of the giving over of an enemy to dogs (KWiv), fire (1t'vµI) 
blows (rrA17yair). The ellipsis of something to correspond to 'in fugam • in th~ 
Rig Ve.da ~ill be implicated with the rare NO flexion (cf. Lat. danunt, 70). (Cf. 
Eng. give it to one ::; beat.) In the other passage we have ddn already correctly 
taken by Ludwig, whose rendering is" zu spenden": 

10, 61, 2oc : urdlzv'fz ytk cltrh),ir nd fifur ddn <.'i' makfu> 
recto quod collegio similis puer <rectus est> in dando ( = recte 

dat) <?celeriter> 
d : makffl stltirdm ft11fdltdm suta miit'fz 

celeriter firmum bona_augentem peperit mater. 

Apropos of my rendering of ff'h}is by' collegium ', it is at least more intelligi
ble than the usual ' linea '. I really prefer to follow one of the best native 
glossaries, the Trikii1µ/aftfa, and render by uva-piitra-m quasi •bucket' but 
perhaps originally 'well-sweep' ( : the root of Lat. dino), from its inclin~tion. 
Then urdliv'fz ft'ITJis would be the upraised and dripping bucket, fit symbol for 
the generosity of Agni. For purposes of completeness I add that of the four 
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Here the imperatival infinitive dan (cf. a1-aov-a1) =Av. dqn in Y. 
47, 1, where Geidner renders ahmai dqn by verleihe uns (see 
Wolff Infin. d. Ind. und Iran. I, 93); and dqm in Y. 44, 16, where 
Geidner (KZ. 28, 206) renders by 'zu geben ', Bartholomae by 
'zu bestimmen' (Wolff, 91). Against the interpretation by' domfts' • 
(with the awkward pair of genitives), it should be observed that 
ak~t dan seems very similar to ;rad-dhe (infin.) = credere (i.e. cor 
dare). Cf. also Eng. 'to give ear'. Lat. audi (impv.) is from 
aus-d(h)asi 1 (infin.), audtbit from audribit or audi~fit, audivifrom 
audrivi (cf. 66). 

39. To take up the other Sanskrit futures, in vartsyati 'vertet' 
we probably have a reduction of WERT-I-, a locative prius before 
-SVETI-unless one chooses to believe that the IE. reduction of a 
diphthong or absorption of a short vowel before the accent (see 
§ 1, 3) had ceased to exist before these complexes came into ex
istence; or to insist that the difference between the na{isyati and 
vartsy6,ti types cannot be the result of recomposition. In the 
dasyati 'dabit' type the prius was either da(i)~ (cf. Av. voi, § 4), 
or dasr, identical in formation with Lat. fa.re (impv. from infin.) 
and closely related to dare. Be it noted in passing that Lat.fare 
attests, out of Sanskrit, the Vedic imperatives in -si, e.g. rasi' da ', 
ya-si 'i' (cf. Whitney § 620). In narrative, fare arose by ellipsis 
from bkasrasi (6), cf. Lat. sequere. 

The Latin -Bo futures; the conative imperfect. 
40. There is no reason to suppose that the NEKI-SYETI futures 

were not liable to tmesis in IE. times; nor that they are any more 
original than the Latin bo- futures. They survived a little more 
widely, that is all. Were the -bo complexes left on the western 
frontiers (Gaul, Italy) as the race moved east, or did they represent 
a westward wave of extension? The condition of rivalry between 
kar as bku in forming the Sanskrit periphrastic perfect (19) may 
have obtained as well proethnically between ES and BHU in forming 

cases of patir ddn given in PW.1 III 507 s. v. I dan Griffith (after Ludwig) 
seems to do full justice to I, 149, Ia and IO, 105, 2d by a rendering equivalent to 
'dare' (dandi); and for I, 153, 4c his rendering= Lat. det. In ro, 99, 6a his 
rendering of ddn =superavit. This means that there ddn, with ellipsis of 
something like wid, means gave it to, cf. on ddna1 in r, 174, 2a. 

I This is not contradicted byob-oedio, wherein, in the passage of post-accentual 
au to u (or plebeian o). the influence of the preceding labial b and of the suc
ceeding dento-palatal articulation of di (cf. ac-ci-pi-o: oc-cu-pa-re) resulted in a 
palatalized ii, cf. Cloetemestra (Stolz Lat. Gram.• 79) with oe from u under very 
like conditions. See also Marouzeau in Mem. Soc. d. Ling. 17, 272. 
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periphrastic futures. But all questions of this sort aside, I find in 
Latin ad-slabo-which will serve as a type for the 1st conjugation
a prius *ad-sthai like Skr. vi-kkyfti pra-kkyfli (omitted in Mac
donnell's list,§ 584) = 'ad~dis-(pro-)spiciendum'; and in acciebo
typical for the 2d conjugation-(with e, from EI or Al, t"n kiatu) 
a prius like Skr. pra-mfye 'ad~diminuendum' (cf. however the 
Avestan infinitives in long diphthong, 4). OLat. scibit (4th conj.), 
if we reckon with vowel levelling and the pre-Latin initial stress, 
may be phonetically just as normal as 11,cciebt't. But a startform 
sc1v1 (locative like Skr. du-£ budk-£) is also permissible. The i in 
audibit, another 4th conjugation form, has been explained above 
(38). Forms like scibo, ibo, audibo, as exceptions to prevailing 
modes-and it is always the exceptional form that is likely to prove 
original-are old, and Skutsch's derivation of the -bo future from 
amanrbo, etc. fails precisely, save by invoking an improbable 
analogy, to account for these -ibo forms. For the sense, in view of 
our own periphrasis "I was 1 loving", no English speaker would 
be reluctant to follow Skutsch, but in my opinion, " I was for 
loving " better accounts for the more " modal" uses of amabam. 
I have in mind such cases as Terence Phormio 298 qua ratione 
inopem potius ducebat domum, wherein Professor Bennett (Syntax 
of Early Latin p. 35, 6) renders the verb by "was proposing to 
bring", which is merely "was for bringing" writ large. 

41. Here I do not fail to anticipate the objection that the same 
mode of translation is valid for the uncompounded Greek imperfect. 
Thus Professor Gildersleeve (Syntax Class. Greek I,§ 213) renders 
~y•r in Plato, Phaedo 230 A by " you were going to take", This 
raises the question why Latin came to give up-did it ever develop? 
-the thematic imperfect in favor of the periphrasis with -bat; 
and one part of the answer will be that the periphrasis with -bat 
had the value 6f making quite precise that aspect of the original 
imperfect represented confusedly in ~y•r [but not in ayur, see § 63], 
but quite clearly in duce~bal, so long as its parts, felt as "was for 
leading", were still several in the domain of consciousness. 

42. It has been pointed out ofren before that a complex like 
amabat exists in Old Bulgarian, wherein vide-acku = videbam and 
nese-acku = ferebam. The startform for -acku was jacku from IE. 
ESOM (cf. on "1"ti"11r~[11u]• 18). The prius vide- is like vid~ 'to 

1 With was cf. Skr. tm;gayiim (-m for -n, 19) aviistt = 'venans erat'. An IE. 
complex with the root Wl!.S' habitare ' (manere) gave rise, I now suspect, to the 
pf. ptc. cvpe mentioned in §§ 72, 98. On the ptc. "suffix" ·MENO-=• manens • 
see AJPh. 31, 4101

• 
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find' (RV.) and contained a final -AI (-01), but not ·EI, unless 
-(j)acku had some effect not known to me on the preceding 
diphthong. But the infinitive in -EI (cf. Persson IF. 26, 25) seems 
amply to come to light in other forms we shall have to consider. 

43. In 3d conjugation types like tegebam the e may, in a not yet 
welded final syllable before a labial -b (-f), actually be the normal 
phonetic product of -AI or -EI, I think. For tegr from *tegai cf. 
dative endings like Diane Fortune (v. exx. in Buecheler-Windekilde 
Lat. Dekl. § 265), and note e from "' in the 2d syllable of Cloete
mestra (38). Also note the old e datives of, say, Apollo (v. Thes. 
Ling. Lat. II. 244, 25 sq.). As an iambic word *tegai would have 
been liable, perhaps, to quite early assimilation to *tegei and I even 
suspect that, thanks to the "iambic" law, words of the type of 
kumi = xa,,.·al had their ·AI reduced to -l previous to any historic 
attest of Latin forms. But in *tegai, and in a very large number 
of infinitives belonging to the 3d conjugation, there may have been 
a sort of vowel levelling that produced *tege(i), comparable with 
the harmony that saved the second vowel in the genitives tege#s, 
segetis, etc. In the isolated infinitive it was the type of agei/agi 
that prevailed. Be it added, apropos of legebat, that the derivation 
from *te;rerbat (see 18 on 1.jtfva11uf) is also admissible. 

Complexes wt"tk EIMI and ESMI. 

44. I am now going to try to show that in the IE. flexion the 
<j>lp"'m and Skr. bkar'asi types are compounds in which ·m =Lat. 
is •goest' and -asi = Lat. es' art'. But it is not necessary to affirm 
that -EIS meant 'goest' in any full sense, for it may have had a 
nearly copulative value like ff•Am ( : Skr. carasi 'erras '); and 
Bartholomae (Wbch. 147, 2) expressly defines aeiti by' versatur'; 
cf. Horatian gratior £t dies (C. 4, 5, 7). Perhaps Homeric £lr (pace 
L. Meyer KZ. 9, 373) was copulative' is', not' es'. In building up 
the complexes from which the conjugation forms derive I shall hold 
myself strictly to the forms of record for the conjugation of ESMI 

and EIMI. This will not prevent me from admitting as proethnic, 
rather than ethnic, types and analogies, forms that violate the 
(subsequent) distribution through the paradigm of the strong and 
weak root stages. Thus, as above (32 fn.) I treated the strong form 
in 2d plural ''"• : Lat. estis Lith. este as belonging to the mother
speech, so I shall now suppose, on the basis of Skr. etas (AV.) 
'duo eunt ', Lith. e1fe' itis ', Skr. imaki, Lat. zmus (?or eimus), that 
EIMOS iMos, as well as IM6s, are equally valid proethnic forms. 

z 
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Conjugated demonstratives. 
45. The question will arise how, if EIMI and ESMI furnished the 

standard conjugation forms of the other verbs, they were themselves 
previously conjugated. This question I might prudently avoid, 
though it would be necessary in that case to plead that conjugation 
probably started in a few words and was afterwards extended. My 
own solution of the difficulty involved in the conjugation of EIMI 

and ESMI lies in the belief that they were conjugated demonstratives 
to start with. Into this discussion the reader who declines to look 
at questions of general linguistics may refuse to go, but I propose 
to make my statements touching the conjugation of the demon
stratives entirely pragmatic, albeit for ESMI and EIMI glottogonic. 

46. In the Latin of Plautus the compound demonstrat'ive Mc 
is 1st person, iste 2d, ille 3d. In Greek, ~lJE =hie, o~ro~ approxi
mates iste, licEiva~ = ille. Note Skr. e~a-, a compound of sd-, both 
being used with the 1st and 2d person pronouns, and e~a- inclining 
to isle as the demonstrative iyam 1 to hie (cf. Speyer I. c. § I 31), 
asitu to ille. We come still nearer to my conception of ESMI in 
Ital. ecco~mi' Here (there) me' ( = I am), ecco~lo 'there it <is>', 
ecco~ci (-ci =Lat. -ce) ' ibi hi ' = ' adsumus nos', ecco~ne (-ne from 
Lat. unde, cf. Meyer-Liibke Ital. Gram. § 370) 'adsumus nos'. 
The ecco~lo paradigm does not differ in essence from the ' dar he' 
ofa Southern darkey (see Fay in AJPh. 16, 20). With these IE. 
analogies before us, when we observe that in Hebrew the copula
tive verb hu' (originally=' ille, is') is an adverb of a demonstra
tive value with verb endings (cf. Fay l. c. 19; Steimhal-Misteli's 
Abr. d. Sprachwiss. 2, 476), we cannot question the possibility of 
finding in EIMI (root EI/I as in Skr. e-~{t-: Lat. eyum [acc.], weak 
stage in Lat. is, Skr. i)1am, fem.) and in ESMI (cf. es-, nom., in the 
Oscan word es-idum 'idem') pronominal "roots" EI/I and ES. 

Note the Vedic use of ay.im for" hier ist, sind" (Grassmann RV. 
Wbch. 207, 20). 

47. What is conjugation? The indication of person in verb 
forms. Some languages conjugate their nouns, e. g. Hebrew (v. 
Bickell's Outlines §§ 103-104) and Namaqua (paradigtris in M~m. 
Soc. Ling. 9, 308; reprinted in AJPh. 17, 353). Very completely 
illustrative of my conception of the conjugation of ESMI and EIMI is 

1 In the stately, solemn periods of the Oration on Pompeius' military command 
(§SS) Cicero uses ii (anaphoric ~f ~os, fo~•r. lines before) as subject ofpoteramus; 
cf. Plautus Mc. 631, ego me cred1d1 I homin1 docto rem mandare, is lapidi mando 
maxumo (further examples in Seyffert's Bericht Uber Plautus, Bursian, So, 309). 
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the following Chinook paradigm extracted from Boas' grammar of 
that tongue in the Handbook of American Indian Languages, 
p. 618. Also cf. what Boas says, ib., p. 40, on the three persons of 
the demonstrative. In the paradigm to follow x· is what we should 
call a pronoun stem, comparable with the stem of Lat. hie, and is 
explained as" present visibility'', x·i being its masculine and x·a 
its feminine. Similarly qi and qa are masc. and fem. of q, express
ing "past invisibility". 

Present Visible. 
M. F. Dual Plural 

Near 1st pers. x·ik x·ak x'Ictik X'itik( c)1 

" 2d " x·iau x·au X"icta x·Ita(c) 

" 3d " x·i; x·a; x•octa x·ota( c) 

Past Invisible. 

" I St " all wanting 
" 2d " qiau qecta qeta(c) 

" 3d " qix· qa~ qocta qota(c) 

In this pronominal paradigm we find every substantial element of 
conj11gation and even see how tense also might have arisen from 
pronominal flexion (cf. the augment E- in IE. speech). Here note 
may be made of the complete conjugation of adjectives in the 
Athapascan tongues (v. op. cit. p. 159). 

Person endings. 
48. With these specific paradigms and the other general analo

gies before our minds it requires no great hardihood to interpret 

1st sg. ES-MI EI-MI 2d E(s)sI EI-SI 3d ES-TI EI-TI 

as demonstrative groups exhibiting personal inflexion, i.e. conjuga
tion; and it is more likely a survival than an innovation when we 
find Skr. asmi =ego and asi =tu in the fable literature (53). 
After § 46 the development of copulative force needs no further 
illustration. The development of the sense of ' ire ' from an inter
jectional EI (cf. Lat. EI!, identical in form with the impv. of ire) 
'here' (come) or 'there' (go) may be illustrated by the use of 
Lat. ultro I in the sense of' begone' (see my note on Plautus Mo. 
6o1); cf. Ital. avanti. In ESMI ES- will be the nom. ES- found in 
Umbr. es-to- 'iste', Osc. es-idum 'idem' (see Brugmann Gr.2 

1 By adding ·C the plural for human beings is made. 
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2, 2, 326). That ·MI stands in relation to Lat. me and mi, Gr. l'ol, 
and was a demonstrative of ego-deixis, seems to me past doubting. 
It can hardly fail to be identical with the same letters in Skr. 
tas-mi-n, which might, under circumstances, do duty for kuz"c (mihi) 
or for hue. The -SI of the 2d person will belong with the article o: 
Skr. sa(s) [cf. Vedic sa/ s'tl, tvam =thou (m., fem.) here]; and ·TI 
with the article To: Skr. tad. 

49. I cannot think that the strong reluctance to looking on the 
endings -SI and ·TI as pronominal arises from general objections to 
supposing these endings of pronominal provenance; nor is there 
anything intrinsically improbable in the idea I long since advanced 
(AJPh. 15, 4I4; 439) that -so and ·TO (-sI/ ·TI) were nearer and 
remoter 2d persons. The compelling objection must lie in the 
fact that 3d person ·TI conflicts with the 2d person pronoun TU (cf. 
Dor. Tv but Tu·vq, Lat. ta ne. On the other hand it agrees with 3d 
person -tu of the Sanskrit imperative,1 and it agrees with the demon· 
strative ..vt Tvt/3£ "hue" of Lesbian (Tij + the 1 of ovroui), which 
contains a ij as likely to be proethnic as the v of 81Tv,, Skr. ku-tas 
'unde '. Why leave for a Greek analogy the establishment of a 
vowel harmony between relative and antecedent? The shift from 
3d to 2d person, if that is the way the cross allocation came to pass, 
may be compared with German Er, and afterwards Sie, for du; cf. 
also the honorific Dero. In Latin, in the future imperative, 2d 
and 3d persons are not differentiated, while Skr. bharatat, 2d 
person, = .pipm,,, 3d. In primitive Semitic the pronouns were still 
fluid in their reference, so that in the derived languages different 
allocations for number, gender, person obtain (see Brockelmann 
Vergleich. Gram. § 65). As for IE. TU, in view of its coincidence 
with the root TU ' to be strong', one may wonder if its final alloca
tion to the 2d person was not honorific {cf. the Japanese honorifics) 
and TU= quasi 'your majesty'. The Japanese honorifics also 
"frequently discharge the duty of pronouns" (Encyc. Brit. 15. 167). 

Pre-casuals. 
50. Returning to the personal endings ·MI ·SI -TI, I am inclined 

to identify them with the Old Lithuanian accusatives mi# si. Such 
forms belong to the period before cases, are adverbials like Lat. -ce 
Ir. ce, locative words, that is. As Brockelmann, I. s. c., puts it: Die 
pronomina entwickeln sich aus interjektionen, deutewortern oder 

1 For Indo-Iranian ta 'quidem' with 2d and 3d person verb forms see Del
brlick ai. Synt. § 256, Bartholomae Wbch. 654. 
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lautgebiirden, die ihre spezielle beziehung erst <lurch den Sprach
gebrauch erhalten. The locative word is the phenomenon now 
known in IE. grammar as the suffixless locative, but one may 
roundly declare that it is a phenomenon of universal range 
throughout human speech. Let us note in Misteli, op. cit., the 
suffixless locatives of Mexican (116), of Magyar and Yakut (369), 
of Dravidian (395), of modern Persian (605). An instructive 
glimpse into the nature of the phenomenon may be got in Bantu, 
where a suffixless locative serves to indicate all the place relations 
(325), the at and in relation (locative), the to and toward relation 
(dative, locative, accusative), the from relation (ablative). Misteli, 
after giving examples (326), states, which is to explain, the phe
nomenon (conclusively but briefly) in the words: es sind das ort
und zeitbestimmungen, die der vollen lokativischen gestalt ent
behren konnen, weil sie meist nur in diesem casus erscheinen, 
gerade wie im Neupersischen die blossen stiimme von dergleichen 
wortern lokativischen Sinn einschliessen. See also ib. p. 573 where, 
after mention of suffixless locatives in our IE. tongues, he adds: 
man versteht diese anflinglich sonderbare verwendung, wenn man 
sich erinnert, dass zeit- und ortsbestimmungen im Chinesischen zu 
anfang, und gewissermassen ausserhalb, des satzes und der syntax 
stehen. 

Paradigm of ESMI. 

51. But to come back to the paradigm of ESMI: when in the 
phrase it was preceded by vowel-or even consonant-sounds, the 
E- was liable to absorption or procope, as in Old Latin cur a' s, bonu' s 
(from bonus[es]), rectum' st, or in English it's, etc., and it was these 
E-less forms that were generalized in Skr. smas : Lat. sumus, but 
Lith. esme : luµ.o, all excep. excip. from (E)s(o)Mos. In the 2d 
plural luf'I: Skr. stka we are to see a startform (E)STHE, or E(s)-STHE, 
and I hold that STHE is a demonstrative element-cf. Tsimshian st 
"indicating presence or nearness" (Boas I. s. c. 379)-found also 
in the root STHA 1 (cf. Prellwitz Wbch. s. v. 1u"'IP.'• and note the 
Latin interjection est). In the 3d person, Lat. erunt : lovr- (ptc.),' 
sunt : Skr. santi, but Umbr.-Osc. sent, warrant the startforms 

1 In the Greek impv. lath 'es' we have IE. S(TH)ISTHI, cf. Skr. tif~!ta • sta '. 
The final -t of the Greek form may come from the DHI ending of Ult • i ', rpa(}£ 
•fare', but see on Av. 6;w;f)i, § 82). On the use of STHA as a copula see Fay 
AJPh. 33, 380, § 9. 

s The identity of 3d pl. in -ONT(I) with the pres. ptc. stem in -ONT came, I take 
it, by imitation of the relation between the Skr. 3d pl. pf. and the pf. ptc. See 
§ 72. 
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(E)SONTI (with o-deftection after the accent, and before N, also in 
1st plural before M) and SENTI. The form ESONTI will contain ES 
as explained in § 46 (cf. Lat. ipsorum replacing eorumpse) + lnti, 
which is made up of a demonstrative en (cf. the Greek and Latin 
interjection jfv/en 'ecce ') +TI, as in the 3d singular. Perhaps Doric 
(vrl, Attic •lul, never had an s- to lose, and are to be directly equated 
with Olr. it 'sunt '.' Cf. also§ 70, and note Homeric <v 'est, sunt' 
(see Fay, AJPh. 16, 20). 

Paradigm of ESKO. 

52. As for the IE. paradigm of Lat. escis escit, Homeric lu1r.ov 

1u1c<, I take it that the combination ESKE was like EIMI, or rather 
that ESKO ESKESI ESKETI varied with ESMI etc., the variation ES/ 
ESKE being like that of huius / huiusce in Latin. On the use of 
escil in forming inchoatives see§ 27. In Skr. prcchati: Lat. poscit 
we may start with a weak noun pfks~ 'asking' (: Lat. prec-es, 
action noun)+ [Es]KETI. The same sort of haplology would 
obtain also in a.aalCr~[ f<T]u.>. 

Copulative verb-forms = demonstratz"ves in Sanskrit. 
53. Before leaving this topic it is interesting to note that Sanskrit 

asmi and aham asmi act the role of akam, asi and tvam asi the 
r6le of tvam (see PW.1 I, p. 536 s. v. as, 6; also Speyer Skr. 
Syntax§ 3II, 3). I should also interpret asti at the beginning of a 
fable (op. cit. 311, 2) as' here now'. In the fable literature a\so
that is, in a genre th'lt might retain archaisms-is the home, perhaps, 
of asmi = akam, cf. Kath. 25, 187 (cited by PW.1 1. c. fn.) nrmansam 
asmi vikYirJe = homini-carnem sum (i. e. ego) vendo. Here the 
reality is that vikrirJe (on the etymology see § 86) = vendendo is the 
infinitive out of which the middle grew (57). In an example like 
lvtim asmi vacmi (PW.1 1. c.) = te (i.e. tibi) sum (for ego) dico the 
repetition of -mi is suggestive of the concords in Bantu, e.g. iigu
mu-ti iiguno iigu-gwa = thisjree this~here thisjalls (see Encyc. 
Brit. 3, p. 361). 

1 Thurneysen air. Gram. § 176 gives for the examples of disappearance of s
in proclitic words only the further examples of (1) the article ind a, etc., after 
prepositions, -sind -sa. Here, though I have no competence in Celtic phonetics, 
I should like to ask if the s- may not belong to the preposition, cf. Lat. ab/abs 
iv/t1r, etc. (2) amail • sicut ',adverb-conjunction from samail 'similitudo'. But 
Skr. amutliii 'auf jener weise, so' suggests that amail may owe its loss of i- to 
some no longer discernible cognate of amutliii playing upon samail. If this 
suspicion is correct, then ind is to be derived from ENTOS (not SENTOS) : Delphian 
lVTe 'dum' (frraii8a 'then'?). 
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The verb-paradigm analytic. 
54. But let us leave the discussion of the demonstrative origin 

of ESMI and EIMI and see how we can account for the standard IE. 
verb paradigms of the thematic type-also for the root flexion, in 
part-on the theory that these paradigms are analytic in their 
origin. The variety of morphological problems 1hat meet a solu
tion by the assumption may justify my analysis even in the eyes of 
those who will have it that because we meet, let us say, with the 
type of Skr. hdnti 'kills', bharati 'bears' as early as with tti 'goes' 
dsti' is' therefore for us they must be as early. 

The thematic diphthong : El.NJ. 

55. The argumentation of recent years to show that cf>ipm repre
sents an original IE. form (see Brugmann IF. 17, 178; Meillet Mem. 
Soc. Ling. 14, 412) has failed to advance its strongest pleas. These 
lie in the diphthong of the Skr. middles bhare-the bhare-te ~2d and 
3d du<tl, and as duals archaic), subj. bhariiit(h)e, wherein the only 
thing "middle" is the final e, which spread from the 1st and 3d 
singular over the paradigm (57). The strongest argument of all, 
however, lies in the fact that in the optative of the type cf>ipo1s we 
have the post-accentual deflection of the EI of cf>lpm.1 The alloca
tion of modal force to the or diphthong (cf. 35) was doubtless a 
growth. Original modal indifference may have reigned as it sur
vived, or developed, in Skr. so 'ham vajarh saniimi/ saneyam =hie 
ego bonum adipiscor/adipiscar (see Bloomfield I. c. 14). Given 
the original moodlessness of the optative, and we may ask our
selves whether Lat. velt"s, as the equivalent of vis (cf. e.g. Lindsay, 
Lat. Lang. 515: in Plautus velis and vis are used as the metre 
requires, without difference of meaning 1), is not from WELEIS, like 
!f>lpm, and entirely identical with Gothic indic. wilds 'wilt', now 
derived from the optative, i.e. WELis. There was little reason why 
the verb "will" should have developed an optative-save by way 
of attraction to a foregoing dependent optative (see my Mostellaria 
Introd. § 67, 4)-but much reason why it should have an emotional 

1 I am not unaware of the BHEREI, etc., bases, to which I have in my time 
yielded allegiance, cf. e.g. TAPA. 37, 11. These bases are, in a manner of 
speaking, infinitives, and in that sense I still yield allegiance to them. 

1 Herein lies the secret of the Latin subjunctive of the ideal 2d person: it is 
a premodal form. As for Lat. vis, it may be from velis, enclitically attached to 
a word like si and reduced in the sentence squeeze to *silis, with subsequent 
restoration of 11 frqm siuoll. 
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diphthong (35). In Gothic wileis ei may represent either!EI or I. 
Only early inscriptions, and unfortunately no such have yet been 
found, could tell us whether Lat. velzs contains original i or EI. Jn 
the Gothic 2d and 3d singular kabais kabai~ ai may represent OI, 
and Moller (ap. Streitberg Urgerm. Gram. p. 307, anm.) con
structed these endings " rein willkiirlich " from 01s1 OITI. But 
they may be "optatives" (pre-optatives) with indicative function, 
and the verbs of the class are, in fact, "in ihrem grundstock primii.re 
verba" (so Streitberg I. s. c.). Curiously enough, the optative 
corresponding to kabais is kabais (-dis from -EIS), with endings 
identical with the Greek subjunctive cpipn~. from bkerer[ei]si (?or 
[E]s1, cf. §69). Cf. ai in Skr. bravaite (dual) 'dicatis'. In Latin 
kabes, also not a causative, E is likewise due to the startform 
kabe(t")s. 

56. How are we to account for these forms with thematic diph
thongs? On Attic vases we have the imperative rrln = rrl1, and 
Doric Clyn = Cly1; and these, especially rrln, look like the type of 
infin.-impv. found in Skr. pra-mzye (40). Corresponding Avestan 
infinitives have -ai, e. g.jayai 'vincere', vindai 'reperire', fra-vak
ai (-vak-: Lat. voe- ?) ; and the two first present the " root" as 
found in the present stem, whilefravakai, apart from the length of 
-vak-, suggests Lat. pro-vocare (?with a from Xx). In Balto-Slavic 
the :id sg. of the present comes from -EI (without -s1/-s), and the 
Latin imperative noli seems also to belong with the infin.-impv. in 
AxI or EI (with a possible grade -i, cf. § 59). I explain the relation 
of q,Epm to the Balto-Slavic form on the supposition that an infini
tive cp•pn~ was followed by EIS(I) 'is', whence, with haplological 
shortening, *cp1p11u(.). Suffixless locatives (?cf. on 81.-<n, § 68; 38) 
will also have played a part. Lat. moneo mones monet come from 
MON~EYO ~EYES! ~EYETI, a later flexion type than EIMI EISI EITI. 
Verbs in this conjugation might also come from the long vowel 
infinitive, say kaber[d]si (55). 

lnfinitivals witk ellipsed copula. 

57. As these complexes long remained separable various condi
tions obtained, so that we may legitimately suppose that a type 
cp•p~EISI, with participial prius, existed alongside of BHEREI~
[EI]SI, with infinitive prius. It may also be that the infinitive 
BHEREI picked up its person endings by imitation of EISI and ESI 
(cf. on the Bantu concords § 53). The Balto-Slavic type of 2 d 
person is to be explained by ellipsis of the copula, whether EISI or 
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ESI.1 By the same ellipsis we account for the Sanskrit " middles" 
duke (sc. asmi) = mulgendo <sum>, bkarase (sc. asi; cf. Par
mentier in M~m. Soc. Ling. 6, 391), duke (sc. as#)= mulgendo 
<est>. We have also the 1st sg. kr.~e 'facio' in RV., with -se as 
in 'h/m~ (65). The infinitive finally allocated to the 1st person 
ended in -AI, but to the 3d in -EI. Of this the proof is furnished 
by the equation of Lat. vidi with olaa, startform WOIDAI with loss, 
under some samdhi condition (cf.§ 1, 1), of final -I. From 3d 
person olaf I infer an infinitive in -EI. In the Skr. 2d plural vida 
we also have a weak-grade infinitive with samdhi Joss of final -I. 

Thus distinction of person was effected by allocating the diphthong 
in -Al to the 1st, in -El to the 3d sg. ; but the samdhi form in -Ax 

(sometimes from an infinitive in a different vowel grade) to the 2d 
plural. There was absolutely no uncertainty, as time went on, 
about these forms, granted the actuality of merely a contextual 
subject, any more than there is uncertainty to-day with English I 
you ke loved. The Skr. infin.-impvs. in -e (-se) -adkyai are of all 
persons (see Speyer VSS. 216, d). 

58. In Greek, as well as in Balto-Slavic, we have the infinitives 
without a copulative verb, whether EIMI or ESMI, viz.: in the Attic 
2d sg. middle cplpn (cf. on Skr. bkdrase §57), in other dialects, with 
long diphthong, cpip11· The -El infinitives may also function as 3d 
sg. of impersonal verbs like p.f?t.n, sc. lurl; cf. Lat. curae <est>. 
True, p.An may at some time have picked up a -Tl to match other 
verbs, as Lat. decet (from DECEI) probably did. 

Thematic I from EITI; "causative" ·EYE-. 

59. Of anything that may be rightly called proof of the ex
istence of EISI in the BHEREISI type nothing has been yet offered. 
A special group of Sanskrit verbs, special and therefore probably 
archaic, seems to me to furnish the proof. Omitting sporadic 
forms of the roots fnatk 'forare', Jan 'gignere', vas 'vestire' and 
possibly one or two more, there is a particular semantic group 
containing the forms bravimi 'dico', bravisi 'dicis', fVasiti 'fremit' 
and forms from other breath-and-sound roots: rud 'fiere', an 
'spirare', stan 'tonare', vam 'vomere', svap 'dormire'. The i in 
these Sanskrit forms has, of course, been interpreted as '• like q 
and g, a symbol much beloved when linguistics was becoming, to its 

1 Cf. RV. I, 32, 9 (see Speyer VSS. 172), where the inconcinnity of faye after 
and' erat' perhaps means that iiSla is to be supplied again with faye, and it~ 
infinitival accent restored. 
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great improvement, minutely phonetic. When we put Skr. ;vasimas 
beside Lat. querimur their secret comes out. Their startform was 
KwES-[Es]~ (participial, ? nom. plural) + IMOS, and the type does 
not differ from the iterative Plautine combinations balitantes eunt, 
/lens abt"it (cf. exibanl jlentes, Naevius)-see my lists, probably the 
largest accessible, in AJPh. 20, 154- 157. It was because this com
bination with EIMI had a frequentative value that it was kept alive 
in this group of breath-and-sound words. In imperfects like a;vasU, 
i is either like the i of fmaki ' imus' or has arisen after the accent 
of an injunctive ;vcisit from KWES~EIT (EIT impf. of EIMI), see 
Kretschmer KZ. 31, 325 sq. Skr. vam~t"mas: Lat. vom-imus shows 
a participial or infinitival prius WEM~ or WOM~ (?from the root WE 
'flare'; cf. § 38) + IMOS, whereas fl'-'"' reveals in the posterius the 
fiexion EYO EYESI EYETI (with secondary thematic diphthong in 
Greek). Here note the correspondence in regard of i between 
Epic Skr. svdpita- and Lat. sopitus, the one from '1!'-svapi~ Uos, the 
other from SWOPI~ hos (for SWOPI cf. anu-~flpam, RV.) 'somnum 
(ad)itus ', euphemistic for 'interfectus '. Latin usage (only sop#us 
in Cicero, sopitum fuisse in a bit of old narrative in Livy) justifies 
starting with the participle with the euphemistic sense of 'inter
fectus '. Thence sopire, a back formation, 'interficere' [Correct 
Ennius Sc. 274 from sopivit to sopili?]. Skr. svapayati (also= 
interficere) is from svapay~[ay]ali, and will have reached its 
causative meaning in some such way as sopire. There can be no 
reason to believe that -EYETI was originally causative; that the -eo 
of L;;t. doceo is more causal than the a1<."' of b1a&u""'-nor even that 
'teach' is a causative of 'learn'. We have in OBulg. nositi 
'ferre' (with an original long penultimate i) a like formation (pace 
Meillet M~m. 13, 374). It is curious how the type continued to 
ring true in late Latin rudiunt, which might be from RUD~(I)YONTI, 
unless it were more likely due to pf. rudivi (cf. §66). In Lat. queo 
composition with ep, though in a mistaken sense, has lbng been 
admitted. The root was KEKw, in Skr. ;aknoti, and this root meant 
as a participial 'potis '. In Latin KEKw gave cequ, and with the 
negative, necequ (cf. for na + ;ak in Sanskrit Delbrueck ai. 
S. 429), whence by haplology nequ~eo. Skr. yat-ayati when 
combined with a-= hinstrebt zu, i. e. C11.,;;,,. Ela& (petens it). The 
priusyat- is alive in Skr. rr;ayflt = debitum petens, cf.yatate I petit' 
and C'1"'1"ai = quaesitores. In Greek, C11rfo is identical with Skr. yat
aya-mi, but has a more restricted range of meaning. In the future 
C11riiu-Ol, aor. eCii"lu-a (18), the prius is *C11rii~ quaesitor', preservedI 
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in the name of Zl]T>]r, the ravishing Boread. For EIMI complexes 
in the perfect see § 66. 

6o. In bravimi ' dico' (ultimate root in Lat. memorat) the long 
vowel was generalized. It may have been brought over from 
(a)bravU (cf.§§ 24, 59) but is more like to contain an infinitive prius 
bravf (locative to a U-stem as at-tav-e 'edere' is dative to a TU
stelll). Cf. hd-vitave from kav'i + 'itu-, a combination substantially 
repeated in Lat. amatum iri. In the somewhat formulaic Vedic 
sentence iha bravitu yas u tad dketat the Latin rendering 'hie 
dicere~eat qui quidem hoc sciat' (" wer dies weiss, der sage es 
bier", Grassmann Wbch.) fairly represents in dicere~eat my 
interpretation of the complex welded into bravUu; cf. dA>.a m .t.,
.z.,..,i,, in § 2, 4. This sentence type is also found in the Avesta, 
e.g. in V. 3, 27, baaa iaa aeni b.?re8i=enimvero hie earn (hortatory 
= ibo) ferendo (i.e. feram). Here I note my explanation of in

fitias(e) t're (Cl. Rev. xo, 184), but t'nfitia(n)s is not to be excluded 
(AJPh. 20, 157). In these combinations with 'ire' there is a strong 
frequentative note, as also in the breath-and-sound group (59): add 
from Livy to the other examples canentes ibant, minantes ibant, 
ovans adit, ovans and triumphans init, contionabundus circumibat. 
These complexes have that vivid note of reiteration that implies 
a spectator (cf. also Speyer VSS. § 205 b ). 

Latin amaret and other EITI forms. 

61. It is interesting to observe that the combination with EIMI 
either survived (cf. Av. aeni b.?r.18i' § 60) as a never forgotten 
potentiality of combination or, as Brugmann has recently suggested 
(IF. 30, 350), was revived in Latin amaret, which is from amare + 
EYETI (or the impf. EIT ?). I feel great confidence in Brugmann's 
combination because it so well suits sundry imperfect usages, e.g.: 

Mo. 462: qui modo pultare potui si non tangerem 
'why, how could I have knocked if I wasn't going to 

touch the door? ' 

But the problem of amaret is wider than Latin. The agreement 
between luTar'.,,.011 luTm"' >]T'I" (infin. prius iuT11i~, cf. on 'tu8l § 51 fn.) 
and Skr. middle aorists (dual) like bkareyiU(h)am (infin. prius 
bhare~) is too close to admit of their separation. The archaic 
dual ending -yatam either stands for YE-TEM (: Y~, cf. § 34) ='they 
two went' or, takingy as a passing tone from the previous diph
thong -e, is for E[IlTEM : EI. The entire optative paradigm ioTai1J11 
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-,,r etc. shows the same composition. In the indicath e we have 
Homeric (f)-p.&-;-,,r from the infinitive p.a-;Par+ i[1]s. Here the 
prius was taken passively = misceri, not miscere, + ibas. The 
optative was from µa-;[n]~ + ~r,,r. 

The 01 grade in the optafive. 

62. A difficulty that may be raised as to the correlation of the 
- ElSl and -01s1 forms meets an easy solution: -ElSl belonged under 
the accent, deflected -OISI after it, WIKEfSI 'intras' but BHEROISI 

' fers '. The original divergence in accent lay, as in Sanskrit it has 
been preserved, in the infinitive prius. Traces of -EIS may also 
obtain in the Sanskrit forms like kramiS (v. Macdonnell I. c. §529). 
and a few forms in -iiis -iii! remain (see Lanman's note in Whitney's 
AV. 6, 32, 2). These forms have no certain connection with Lat. eras, 
which owes its form, as has been otherwise suggested, to the 
analogy amabo : amabam : : ero : eram. I date the analogy at the 
time when -fam still meant • eram '. The weakening of the -eis 
forms to -iS (59) belonged to a different period of vowel gradation 
from the deflexion of -EISI to -01s1, unless indeed the difference is 
one of position in the ultima and the penultima. 

Syntactical interpretation of the EITI complexes. 

63. The syntactical interpretation of the complex BHEREI~[EI]
SI remains yet to give, viz.: that we owe to this combination the 
future-present and the various conative shadings. Speyer notes 
(VSS. § 215) that the Sanskrit infinitive, still nominal, is prevail
ingly future. In Latin amatum £ri the future note has been 
regularized, as much so as in Skr. diitii'smi (5) in contrast with 
auctor sum. 

The Latin e-fu!ure an EITI complex. 

64. The possibility that this future type is an i-subjunctive 
cannot be gainsaid. Phonetically , however, under the conditions 
pointed out for tegebat (43) and acciebo (40), tegemus tegetis, ca
piemus capietis, audiemus audietis have an e that may represent 
either the -EI of cpipns or the OJ of cfi'poap.~" cpipoan; or they may 
contain the infinitive prius with long diphthong (§ 58). 

Greek desiderative complexes in -n..... 

65. Greek preserves a small, but interesting, group of forms 
of desiderative force where composition with EIMI seems indubi
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table. Monro's list for Homer, with his renderings, contains the 
following words: 

a) tl1fd~oVT•s "going to see". Here the prius tl1fE1- is an infini
tive in -sEr, cf. Skr. upa-pr4k-1Je (root Pre) 'to unite', ji-fe 
'vincere ', slu-1Je 'laudare ', Lat. da-rd, 1 etc.; note -sl in Lat. esse, 
velle, etc.; cf.§ 39. The posterius was (r)YONTES: Skr.y4ntas. 

b) icaic-1Cdo11T1s "going to bed". Prius icaT(a)- ic~-fl~ + (I)YONTES. 

Cf. Skr. svapfta- (59) 'gone to sleep'. 
c) 11"'t-6µ•11a "going to drink". The startform was PI[YEI]~vo

MENA = bibere,_.iens. 
d) bpalvm "thou art for doing". I see in bpa111- the blend of an 

infinitive DRAM (like Skr. stham,' RV. 9, 85, II, cf. Wolff I. c. 89) 
and DR.AI (as in Skr. pratt'-mfr.i' imitari' : pra-me ' form are'). But 
the division bpal·11m is also posssible, cf.§ 85. 

e) KT"Gl/"follTQ c~ 309) "him that would slay" (Lang Leaf, Myers). 
For 1CTa11- see§ 17; -iovra =Lat. euntem. 

Latin seek-and-search group; pf. in-ivi. 
66. Latin also has an abnormal group of verbs meaning 'to 

desire, seek', with perfects in -ivi. Hitherto, in agreement with 
most scholars, I fancy, I have thought cupivi the original on which 
the others were modelled. But in view of its cognates (see Walde 
s. v.) cupire is as abnormal flexionally as *capt.re would be. The 
verbs to start with are quaesivi or petivi, with posterius ~ivi' I have 
gone'. In quaes~ and per I suspect that we have participials 
rather than infinitives. The derivation of quaer from a nomina
tive in -ss (§ 1) explains the problem of retained -s- in Latin (note 
also quaeso from quaer[es]o, as in § 67). I recognize in qu-aer 
a compound of the preposition SKU: ev(11) : root SEKW (see Fay 
AJPh. 33, 39i) + AIS (:1is) 'pursuer' (cf. Fay IF. 26, 27 sq. on 
a1µ0>11 'hunter'). The prefix SKW = co- implies a body of searchers 
rather than an individual, and the plural quaes[esrivimus may 
have been the prior form (cf. petersunt § 67).8 

1 It should be of common knowledge that the infinitive is of either voice, and 
why (cf. e. g. Fay AJPh. 15, 221; for the fact cf. Speyer. I. c. § 216 b, and 
[unconsciously] Goodwin op. cit.§ 771). 

•In AT Ph. 16, 16 I explained duMm as ' to the milking', i. e." mulgeat ", from 
a cry, quasi "ad mulgendum ! " Also note Bloomfield's translation (AV. 5, 301 

13) of fdnram asya sdmvidam by "His body shall collect itself (corpus eius 
<se> colligat). 

s My derivation of auerso in TAPA. 37, pp. 5, 24, seems to me still entirely 
convincing, and the assumption of anticipation of,. in arusso still not improb· 
able. But ar&esso may be of different origin from a&urso, for instance from 
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Tke thematic vowel: ESTI conjugation; root-conjugatt'on. 
67. The injunctive future aorist desiderative complexes studied 

under rex~ero (P. sq.) were relatively late lndo-European. The 
combinations represented in the tj>ipm type were probably old and 
moribund at the time of the upbreak. What we know as the o/E 
conjugation was early also, but formed, as I hope to show, out of 
complexes with infinitives and participials (agent nouns) with ESMI, 

analogically modified by the EIMI complexes. Later complexes 
with ESMI, that is complexes that show the -s nominative ptius, are 
also found, as in Skr. rak:rati 'protects': d-X<~n. These have 
gunated forms as compared with the vriddhied type of ad~•» the zero
grade of Skr. di~IJa/ (14). Note also Skr. dvelJ~[Es]mi dvelJ~[Es]i 
dve~~[Es]ti, plural dvil}mas etc., graded like i-mas 'imus '. The 
mode of flexion here is absolutely identical with a complex like 
Herodotean l1rlr•~ (ova-a, whence we might have had *i1r&r•E~[•a-}1 
' parturit '. Cf. Skr. da1Jti ' honors' (or /a1Jti ' builds ') from a vrid
dhied prius DEKS~[Es]TI; or Lith. se'st 'sedet' from s&(n)s~[Es]TI. 
The pervasion of the plural by the singular in these complexes 
will have been due to the formations with infinitive prius (cf. §§ 4, 
38). In words like Lat. fers I see nouns with (a secondary or 
retained) nominative -s (see § 17~; i.e. fers is from BHERS~[Es]1, 
Skr. bkarmi from BHERS~[Es]MI, with loss of s between consonants. 
Formations of this date should have had in the plural BHER·ES 

and in a few Latin words that plural not only survived but went 
into the singular. The type is found in expetersunt (or ex
petes•~unt?, 74) whence expeterso (cf.§ 66 fn.). 

68. The IE. paradigm of the complexes with GwHEN or GwHENEI 

(§ 38) would have been, with haplologic shortening, 

Sg. GWHJl.N~EIMI GWHEN~EISI GWHEN~ll.ITE 

Pl. " ~EIMOS (IMOS) EITHE (ITHE) 11.YONTI (I)YONTI 

The actual survivors of these complexes have been noted above 
(59, 65). 

69. In the ESMI complexes also we may even count on the 
infinitive prius; cf. iistam .. ran § 38; and Av. Yimo as# biJr:18e 
(V. 2, 7) Y. est ferendo (" ist in besitz "), i. e. fert, adipiscitur. 
But a participial might also be admitted, with the feminine BHERA, 

*Pi· seq.us sunt. The prius would have meant •pursue.rs, apprehenders' (cf. 
mustela mures adsequitur). Now supposing d analogically reinforced in the 
compound a secondary regressive assimilation to *adstquu may have resulted, 
and thence arcusunt. a synonym of acursunt. Note in the Avesta the zero-grade 
form a-sk-an' sie vergingen' (Bartholomae Grund. Iran. Phil. 1, 310, 15). 
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neuter BHER, as well as the masculine. From BHERA, 2d sg. BHERA'SI 

(see § 51), came the a-forms called subjunctives, but cf. Lat. -bam 
-bas -bat, eram eras erat, which were probably never subjunctives 
at all (81 fn.). As in expetes-sunt(66) the masculine plural BHERES~ 
may have existed and have gone into the singular (where neuter 
BHER was perhaps already to be found)-with loss of its -ES in 
the 2d plural-by an analogy yet to be shown (70). 

The Paradigm with ESTI. 

70. Pl. BHERES~[ES]MOS BHERES~(ES]THE BHERES~[ES]ONTI.1 

Of these forms there is at least one that remains, whether the pos
terius was ESTHE or STHE, quite intact, viz.: in Greek !f>ipfu8f, 2d 
pl. middle. In the singular the paradigm, with a suffixless infinitive 
or neuter participial prius, was 

Sg. BHER~ESMI BHER~ES(S)I BHER~ESTI. 

With the 2d sg. Skr. bharasi 2 is identical. Thus there existed in 
the proethnic speech rival singulars BHER~EISI and BHER~ESI, 
BHER~EITI and BHER~ESTI, resulting in an analogical 3d sg. 
BHER~E[S]TI. In the plural BHER~EITHE stood beside BHER~ES
THE, resulting on the one hand in Skr. bhara[s]tha,8 on the other 
in Lith. ei<s>te 'itis '. In Greek, BHERESTHE survived as a 
middle because of u8 in infinitives and forms of Tl8qp.• (82). In 1st 
plural BHERESMOS, s was dropped after the pattern of BHER~(E)IMOS 
(68), and BHEREMOS then deflected to BHEROMOS. On the model 
of El~MOS to EY~ONTI (Lat. eunt) the pair BHEROMOS and BHER

ONTI came into being-unless ENTI (deflected to -ONT!) be recog
nized in a word with suffixless infinitive prius like Skr. bhan~anti: 
Lat. dan~unt (:Av. dqn § 38); cf.§ 38 fn., 51. 

71. The 1st person BHEROMI is still unaccounted for. This will 
have come from BHERESMI as BHEROMOS from BHERESMOS. The 
secondary ending without -i will have appeared in the form 
E)BHEROM : BHERO: : Skr. aham: ly&>(v). Observe this ending -om 
also in the pronouns ayam (as a copula in RV.; see§ 46), idam etc. 
For the phonetics of lycii(v) cf. a;;.: Skr. dam-, stem or suffixless 

I Or BHER.ES~ONTI; see § 51. The penultimate o is due to deflection. 
•In Armenian all 2d persons, if projected back to the mother.speech, end in 

BSSI, and are explained by Meillet (Gram. § 87) as due to the analogy of KSSI = 
Hom. foal. This is scarcely more probable than to suppose that BHER~ESSI, not 
BHER.~BsI, survived in Armenian. 

a The aspiration may well have belonged at first to the 2d plural (E)STHE, 
wherein we have the element ST(H) (see§ 51), and not to 2d pl. *EITE ' itis ', 
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locative or genitive with lost (E)S, in the compound d4m-patis 
'im Hause Herr'; cf. Av. dqm, l11-~011. 

Tke peifect endings ; elliptic peifeclforms. 

72. If the three stems of the Sanskrit perfect participle [cf. 40 fn.] 
from RI 'ire' had representatives in Latin they would be ivoms-, 
ivos-, {yus-, with probable doublets, due to levelling, ~os-, ivus-. 
The Latin correspondent ofSkr. 1st. sg. middle *~ewould have been 
(as it is) iei and thence-with intrusive v from the participle doublets
ivi.1 From Skr. 3d pl. active ~tis we should expect in Latin *ius, 
but we actually have ierunt. This -runt I take as the equivalent of 
Skr. -ran of the 3d pl. optative, but sporadically found in other 
forms also; see the lists in Dottin's Les Desinences Verbales en R, 
p. 19. The equation of Skr. dadzran (3d pl. opt. middle) with Lat. 
dedtrunt, OLat. dedrot, would be perfect were it not for the length of 
z, but we have i in a-cakriran plupf. : cakrire pf., and in a-jagmiran: 
jagmire. Note also that Skr. da-tlkzis is matched by Av. dii-dar". 
Now I take iyzis to end in original -s not -rand to be a haplological 
form of the participle in the nom. plural iyU/las• (cf. emu!lam, cak
rzi!lam, acc. sgg. with weakest stem), with omitted copula, say, 
ESONTI or ESON, i.e. iyu~[asr(eson). For the type of perfect cf. 
lµov ol 110µ0• an-•y11c.>1<0T•~ •lui (Lysias) "the laws have acquitted me" 
(Goodwin 1. c. § 45)." The corresponding form in Avestan, acci
dentally not attested, would have been *iyar" = Umbr. ier (92). 
These forms belong with Skr. iyar!li zyarti 'is it', which are blended 
out of the roots i and ar. The ending -ar was productive in· Aves
tan and in the Gathas appears as -ar•s, -1 being the nominatival -s 
of the tautological noun *lyar""s, cf. the gen. sg. of agent nouns in 
tar•s from -TOR(E)s. (On Skr. -tur see§ 89.) A similar shorten
ing would have produced a nom. pl. *(yar"s from *ryar(e)s. The 
same root ar, with a byform ir, is also to be recognized in the Skr. 
endings -ire -iran already mentioned. The forms in RONT(I), like 
Lat. dedtrunt, have an infinitive prius in -E(I) + RONTI : ER : : Skr. 
yanti to EI. These complexes with RONT(I) and other forms of ER 

were never fully developed, but range most widely with the Skr. roots 

1 Was this one or the chief sources of the ·vi perfects in Latin? 
t Inversely after the relation of 3d plur. iyus (pf.) : *iyu~as (ptc.) a participle 

ltYONTES (Lat. euntts) was created to RYONTI (Lat. eunt). 
3 Entirely analogous, it would appear, to the Amharic constructive mood; cf. 

ltido (he~having~gone) -a/(he~is) with Lat. profectus est. See Alone's Short 
Manual p. :n. 
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fi' to lie' and duh' to milk' (see Dottin, 1. c. p. 22), and precisely 
because of the availability of the phrases 'to go to bed ' and 'to go 
to milk '.1 Outside of Sanskrit, cognates of the auxiliary verb ER 

'ire' are found in Eng. art' es' and perhaps in Lith. 3d sg. (dual, 
pl.) yra ' est '. 

73. Returning to Lat. ded'"'irunl, its prius was the infinitive 
DEDAI (cf. Skr. ;rad-dhe § 38), which, under the conditions 
assumed for legebam (43), would have yielded dedrrnnt in the 
complex. In dederunt the prius is DED[Ax1] + (E)RONTI. In 
detbre I equate -re with the -re in Sanskrit ;akrire, taking -e as 
the samdhi variant of -EI (§ 1, 1). 

74. The assumption that Skr. 3d pl. pf. fyus is a pf. participle, 
with omission of the copula, meets its full justification from the 
Italic dialects. There the 2d sg. benus 'venisti' is from benus's, like 
Lat. rectu's etc. in Plautus; and 3d sg. benust is from benus'"'(e)st. 
In the 3d plurals Osc. angetuzet, Umbr. liaburent (if these are not 
analogy forms, cf. Buck Elem. Buch § 193), either the participle in 
-us+ 3d. pl. set sent' sunt' lost one s before rhotacism set in, or we 
have to recognize a form ENT(r) 'sunt ', as suggested for Olr. it: 
Doric '"'"l (51). On the future perfects Umbr. benuso covortuso 
see§ 92. 

75. In Lat. ded-imus: Skr. dad'"'ima we have a posterius in 
IMOS (cf. on vomimus § 59). The prius ded'"' will have been sub
mitted to some analogy, probably of the 2d plural below. The 
Skr. duals -athus -a/us are the -athas -atlia of the ordinary thematic 
flex ion, influenced by the -us of iyus etc. Likewise in Av. 3d dual 
-alar we have the trace of *ryar•. In Latin dedi'"'stis the dual 
stlies (: slka § 51) is still alive and the prius is an infinitive. The 2d 
singular of the " contracted " type in Latin, as in adduxti, ended 
originally in STHAI, a diphthongal infinitive (sc. es) preceded by 
the agent noun dux or *doux. In nosti (see also on a-yv"'u.-or §So) 
we may have an infinitive prius GNOI, like the Avestan forms in § 4; 
or an agent noun GNOS (16). This STHAI, besides being preserved 
in ~ou8al etc. (82), is open to clear vision in the Avestan sentence 
lflm no A8raom zaola'"'ste (imperative-infinitive)= noster, 0 A., tu 
flamen._.stare. This use of sle (from STHA not ES, see Fay AJPh. 

1 Notwithstanding the tendency of recent years to replace the "milkmaid" by 
the " suckling", it may be remarked that if the agent suffix TEil means 'faciens' 
(see §§ 88-89) then Skr. dulii-tdr- 'daughter' originally meant ' in._.mulgendo 
faciens ' (unless here -~ll- =' iens': Skr. tdrati ), whereas Bl!)'a-'NJp, with secondary 
accent for ftfJuya-'Tf/p, had originally an accusative prius DHUGHOM reduced, with 
loss of aspiration before the nasal, to DHUGfll. Cf. Mif3ov in 82. 

3 
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33, 381, 9) is only a special case of a combination found in RV. 
6, 63, 4: 

a) ordhv6 vam ag~ir adhvaF6su as t k at 
c) pra ktfta gilrtamana u.ra!1alt 

sursus noster Agni in sacrificiis stet it (gnomic) 1 

porrof I amen gaudl,rnens delectus 

Certainly zaota ste is not to be separated from zaotanm stayata in 
Yt. IO, 89 = fiaminem constituit. As everybody's mi.nd has been 
committed in favor of -THA instead of -STHA in oluBa : Skr. viltka 
'nosti ', ready acceptance for -STHA-an explanation that I ad
vanced in AJPh. 16, 16-is not to be ex·pected. Certainly -THA 
had been proethnically generalized from consonantal combinations 
wherefrom the shad been extruded as, say, in Goth. skalt' shalt'. 
This generalization aided in the introduction into Skr. 2d singulars 
like ni-ndy-itha of ,,..,z"tka, 2d pl., :::: ' £tis' ; here ni-nay- is an infini
tive to the root NEI (Skr. ni, see §85). Still the range of -uBa in 
Greek (v. exx. ap. Brugmann Gr. Gram.8 § 4n, 3) makes for 
-STHA, and we have further flexion forms of STHA in Homeric 
lyp1Jy&p,,..,Bauc (posterius = STHANTI : Lat. slant), impv. iyphop,,..,Be. 
To the 2d sg. in -S)THA we owe the aspiration in 1e{1e'Aocp-a and its 
kind (2d sg. *1ee-1e'Aocp-[u]Ba). 

Conjugation complexes witk STHA. 

76. Lithuanian has a so·mewhat large body of presents in -sta-, 
as to which see Wiedeman.a Gram. § 181. These I der:ive from the 
-root STl:IA infiectecl as STHO/E, cf. Skr. ti-11tkatz', Lat. sisto. Their 
general sense is inchoative, but the frequentative might have d,e
veloped as well; cf. the parti<:ipial combinations cited above (3-4) 2 

and Speyer VSS. § 205, b. Th~ Avestan form zao.trste (75) is 

1 The " gnomic" tenses are surv>ivals· from the tenseless .pedod. They·lived on 
in proverbs (cf. Gildersleeve I. c. § 255, (or the range of uo;age) becaus.e sentences 
of proverbial content brought their te11selesimess dow11 with them from the 
primitive time. Cf. on Skr. asmi =ego in fables (53). Note the gnomic use of 
eri,t, the form combined with·t't.a: etc. (8 sq.), retaini\lg its tenselessness in Plautus 
Mo. 104.I: 

qui homo timidus erit in rebus dubiis nauci non erit; 

followed by a line revealing the antiquity of what really is a sort of proverb: 

atque equidem quid id esse dicam verbum naud nescio. 
1 Note the c.omhination of• stare' with a participle in arij oe µa').' iyylir ltw 

(Iliad, 4°) ; cf. wit.h a participial ~ o.v Ea /ll ¢11a< •• Ka{}£ a r a11.a t; a'Ir a.p ·ll 0 ' <!' 
oii&11ilr 1<a/Jeararo (Sophocles). In Latin we .ha.ve restant fodantes (Ennius); 
stabanl orantes, pers.tabat memorans (Aeneid); stat expectans (Cicero.Cat. 4, 2); 
potentes stamus, i. e . sumus (Propertius 4, 22, 2.I). 
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typical of how the combinations might have looked at first. 
Homeric vrv[clurcm/unr (T 107) ="thou shalt play the ~heat" is 
every whit as plain as Lat. auctor es/ eris. In the Homeric fte
quentati'ves •rv(ur cN"a{aw, ·~icv(O'r 0'1'a(t.1~ 1 the posterius contains fhe 
d of OT<icl-a 'stagnantem 1-a D that has come in from the setleo 
sept-irrftected after the vo/a class. In Latin, gu(srstat conta:i.ns a 
prius a-us~ •tasting'; and vastal, from vap~sfat, belongs· with Av. 
yast'4 vastra vivapai " und der die weideliinder verwiistet" (f}uif}Ue 
prala vasiat). 

Tke texo-plec[ s ]t(k )o group in Latin ; frequentatives. 
77. In va(p)rstat I see a relatively late combination (cf. Germ. 

feststekt) of a participial prius with stat. There was an earlier flex
ion type with STHO/E preserved, in a ~riously compact semantic 
group, viz.: in Lat.jlecto,plecto, neclo, verbs meaning' to plait, bind' 
or the like; also, as nobody has hitherto recognized, in texo from IE. 
TEKS~STHO 'I weave' ('I wattle ')-a house; see Meringer Wort. u. 
Sachen 3. 52. In Latin texo: Skr. idkfaiiT(H) was lost, perhaps by 
dissimilation with the initial T (ST·); but in Greek Tiicr<Aw 'builder, 
wattler' -icT- is the due form for -KSTH-, as in ;ic.,.os '6th' : Skr. 
faftk4s, cf. -ct- in flecto, p!eclo, necto. It is not to be determined 
whether in these words STHO/E meant •to weave' (cf. e'. g. Walde 
s. v. stamen), with an accusatival prius; or meant 'to stand', of the 
attitude of the weaver wattler twister, with an infinitival prius. There 
was al 11tays occasion, at the junctionpoint of compounds, for vary
ing treatment of heavy consonant groups according to the semantic 
preponderance of one or the other member in the tnind of the word
u-ser. Note cases like ;uor: l.at. sextus/Sestus, OHG. wast/wakst. 
In the combination KST the unhampered ptoduct was KT, but 
KST, and subsequently KS or ST, are analogy or recwmposition 
products. This seems to be proved by OBulg. pletq, with t from 
KT,2 but infin. p!e[k]sti 8 'ftectere'. 

'But {3anfa(tJ contaiu an accusative ,§ap[ok + (JT1Z(1J in transitive value= 
•stands up, weighs'. cf. lo-rilv <rrf/aat etc. 

•For It not R we must look to Lat. p/ieto • l bGat ', from a vriddhied noun pliks~ 
•beater' (cf. Lith. plllriu • plecto') +sTHO/E; cf. rVfl'TtJ, same sense,' I whip', 
noting Eng. wltip, action noun,=' driver'. The noun stem plik meant •rod' or 
•switch' (Lat. verber) as used i'n wattling or b1uket.maiting ; also in beating, cf. 
Eng. lashes=• pli!ctit' f=binds with a lash) and • plectit' (::beats with a lash). 
In Skr. praf·"'1·1 a it•final is found. Note the O·final in fl'ilciy1or • obliquus ', 
fl'M)'~ • Iatus' (named ftoll'l the • basketry' of the ri'bs). Pethaps fraf•na-s • bas
ket•-(with ,.:c:::L) is ro be correlated w'ith J)l'Of•nd,s 'question' (: Lat. prtc•es), with 
.-:=ll. The original ,..stage Is found in 11'0pKiJr •f\shing•net ',-fl'OPJ<1/r (Homer)• band, 
hoop'. The I variety would be due to rhyme with the fluid sept. On the face 
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78. In Skr. cl~tati' stirs', ve~tate 'wraps' we have frequentatives 
from KEI and WEI (see Uhlenbeck Wbch. s. vv.), or rather com
plexes with KEIS~ and WEIS~, nominatives,+ STHO/E; but the 
conditions of the loss of aspiration are not clear. On the other 
hand, the aspiration lies clear to sight in alu8a11r.> 'I perceive', prius 
AIS (see on QU-AIS~ § 66), 'accipiens, capiens' (see Thes. Ling. 
Lat. for these as verbs of sense perception) + u8av-r.> (see on Lat. 
danunt § 70). Is dl'RP1'QJ161 'I miss' from i:." + M~KS~ ( : Skr. mr;ati 
'touches')= non~tangens + STHANo-with aspiration subsequently 
shifted to d-? The frequentative note is not altogether vanished 
in /(au ]u8{..,=edens~sto; but (F)Eu-811,..£11or is a compound of F•r 
' vestis' with a participle of .,.&s11,.u. Cf. on (11-11vp.,, 85. 

IE. ARK(r)-STHOS 'cave-dweller; bear'.1 

79. The texo sept and the ursus sept constitute the best proof 
yet offered for -(K) p,2 but in C:ptc'ror, as in .,.;"'"'"'"• ,..,. goes back to 
KSTH. I start from ARK-I-STHOS reduced to ARK·STHOS by gra
dation(§ 1, 3). The complex meant either 'ad arcendum stans ', 
of the bear's posture in "hugging" (and so was eventually a 
"superlative"; see AJPh. 31, 409 sq.); or more likely 'in arce 

of it,• question' and 'reed• (for plaiting) are not correlated concepts, but if one 
bethink himself of the sticks used in drawing lots (? or of the eorlina, cf. Fay in 
Cl. Rev. 11, 298) the correlation may become evident. If, as Lobeck taught us, 
avtii.t 1j Ilv9i17 (=respondit Sibylla) got its seuse from the picking up of the lot
sticks, then the casting of those sticks was tantamount to proposing a question, 
making a petition. The Pythia played (spi elte) jackstraws and worked 
spells with marked spillikins (? runic /Judi-stii/Jeltm). On the non-Ger
manic cognates of Eng. spell see Fay AJGerPh. 6, 427. The prayersticks of the 
American Indians (see Handbook of Am. Ind. 2 s. v.) furnish a general analogy 
to the Pythia's spillikins. Note that as in jackstraws so in the game of jack
stones children still keep alive the old games of divination. 

'On ·STHI as an infin. posterius see § 82. The retention of s in the group 
XSTH will have been due to the influence of the (separable) infin. suffix; on the 
tenacity of suffixal endings see Verner and Bartholomae, cited in AJPh. 33, 383. 

I There is a curious censure of Arabic lexicographers (see Encyc. Brit. 24, 727) 
for putting down 'tearer' and ' mangler' as names for lion, because the poets 
have employed these words to describe the lion. 

•Most of the material gathered in Brugmann's Grundriss' I, § 920 for p really 
shows complexes with STHA. (I) The k~i-tl-s sept, meaning• dwelling', is blended 
from the roots iCl!r 'to lie' and STHA • to stand'. Lith. ssei-mynas comes solely 
from KKI; OSax. set/ta/ either has s- from KS[T]· (with dissimilation due to the 
following T?) or its s- comes from the mieo sept. (2) Boeot. 6KTaAAo~ will owe its r 
either to general irradiation from the parts of the body with STH (see Fay AJPh. 
34, 23 sq. §§ 59-75) or to the specific note contained in oeuli stantes (Ovid).
eminnites (Cicero). (3) In 1mioµat Kri;µa 'property' we may have to recognize 
a *r1<aoµat : Li th. tekti 'to come in to one's possession'. (4) In Krii.o~ •still• we 
have a blend of sTHILOS and of some like derivative from the root of Lat. quies-, 
a root that looks, after all, to be cognate with ~I. with the palatal guttural. 
Perhaps the root was K(w)ir. For Lat. silet and Gothic -silan I recognize an 
initial group i(w)STH·. 
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stans ', of the habitat of the cave bear. The arx was a mountain 
fortress or stronghold, originally a cave; cf. area 'chest', arciinus 
'secret', arcera 'covered wagon'. The further reduction in Lat. 
ursus (from I}K[l]STHOS) would seem to show a double weakening 
before the accent, 1st of 1, 2d of AR to r. On Lat. rs from RKSTH 
see§ Bo. The shorter form in t!p1eor will have come, with haplology, 
from AR[KI]-Kos 'in specu cubans '; cf. Skr. giri-faS 'in monte 
cubans' with giri-st/z'fl,s. 

T/ze pastparticiple in -(s)T(H)os. 

So. If we start with an infinitive BHUDHf (suffixless BHUDH?) = 
Skr. budlzi and add ·STHOS, the complex BHUDH-1-STHOS, with loss 
of I before the accent(§ r, 3), would yield Skr. buddhas; i. e., sup
posing s to have been lost in this or some other heavy consonant 
group. So KER[l]STHOS ' factus' would have yielded Skr. *krtlzas, 
and uKw[r]STHOs Skr. *ukthas, and we actually do have uktlzam 
'carmen ' , a sacred word with retained TH. In Skr. blzaktam 
'divisum' TH would reduce by Grassmann's law tot. From words 
like this the unaspirated suffix seems to have been generalized in 
Sanskrit, or even earlier in lndo-Iranian. In roots ending in -s, 
in such participles as Skr. u~ta-s : Lat. tutus, Skr. ju~fa- s : Lat. 
gustus (noun), the reduction, whether by haplology or before the 
accent, of GUS-I-STHOS to GU(s)sTH6S had led to the conception of 
the ending as -T(H)os further to reinforce form-complexes like 
those represented in Skr. blzakta-s and uktlza-m, wherein shad also 
been extruded from a heavy consonant group. Exceptions to Bar
tholomae's law like Av. basto: Skr. baddhas 'vinctus' (but v;razdd: 
Skr. vrdd/z'fi,s 'senes ') may be due to the greater semantic promi
nence of -STHOS in a complex long felt as 'in vinculis stans '. In 
Latin participles like mulsus, pulsus (?cf. census) STH in the group 
of three or four consonants yielded s; cf. ursus (79) from ~KSTH6s. 
The passive force of the -STHOS complexes came from the infinitive 
prius. This is to interpret BHAG-I·STH6S, say, by 'in~dividendo 
(divisione) stans' and BHUDH-1-STHOS by 'in~expergendo (vigi
lantia? or ad~vigilantiam) stans '. Other complexes of the infini
tive prius + STHOS yielded the superlative (see § 79). Sporadic 
exemptions from the generalization of -TO- rather than -ST(H)o- are 
to be recognized in t!-y11"'cr.,.or (Odyssey) : Lat. ignotus and in Latin 
pasius (prius the infinitive, not root, piii, see § 4) : tl-rracr.,.or (which 
may be from PA[s1], like Lat. dare,+ STHos) =non in~edendo 
stans. In compounds (like t!-y11"'cr.,.or, t!-rracr'f'or) archaisms of form or 
meaning are often retained. 
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The Aorist in -STHAS (-STHE-S). 

81. The forms E-yvO>rr-B11 r : Skr. a-jiias-tkas, generally supposed 
to have drawn their s from the actives -i-yvr.>rr-£ a-jfias·am (i. e. 
GNos~ + ESA, see§ 18; on -jnas l'r. -yvr.>(T )r with passive sense from the 
reciprocal see Fay IF. 29, 418), may rather be i-yvO>-uB.,,r, with ·rrB'f}r: 
Skr. injunctive sthas = Lat. stas.1 The prius would be GNu[sr] 
(llke Lat.fare§ 39) or GNOI like Av. voi (§ 4; cf. Gathic fra-x.l'ni, 
Bartholomae Gr. Iran. Phil.§ 260, l) and the complex would mean 
• ad~noscendum stas '. The loss of s- from (s)THAS and its general
ization to -THAS would be analogous with the same loss in the past 
participles (80). Out of 10 random examples chosen by G. Meyer 
(Gr. Gram.8 p. 615) to exhibit the preponderance in Homer of -e.,,., 
aorists over • .,,., aorists 5 would have lost s in the heavy consonant 
groups-unless in a..-uxl-uB.,, it was the .a of the root that was lost. 
It is true that the proper Greek dialects certify E in the ending 
-iJ.,,., but this means that the vocalism of the /-µ.ly.,,v type (61) has 
preponderated. Note parallel Homeric forms like µ.ly.,,/ p.lxB.,,. As 
for the etymological character of uB in /·yvO>-aB.,,r, it must be judged 
by the st of nosti (75) and the aT of a·yvr.>uTor (Bo). 

Infinitive Complexes with -STHAI / ·STHI. 
82. Such complexes come clearly to light in Av. b;;ntJe and 

b;w;;Bi (exx. in §§ 4, 69) from BHRSTHAI/I, with s lost as in Skr. 
caturthli-s '4th' (see AJ Ph. 33, 398 § 38, noting the haplology in 
sapta-[s]tka-s '7th'). The TH of b;;r;;Be (cf. ukthd-m §80) is certi
fied by the TH of Skr. bkrtka-m •res divina, sacrum', while in 
bkrti-s TH yielded tin the group THY (see Fay AJPh. 34, 15 § 42 a). 
In the Greek infinitive ¢£pE·uBai (? prius BHERESI, like Lat. regere, 
+sTHAI, with haplologic loss of sr) STH is also certified. The equa
tion of Av. daste ' dare, facere' with BluBai and a&uBai is perfect, cf. 
OBulg. plesH, 77. I derive from participials DHESand Dos+sTHAI. 
Of these, DOS appears in the Vedic compound (vocative) dravino-das 
'bonum~dans' with prius entirely like Lat. facinus in formation 
(85); cf. also nom. sg. go-da-s 'bovi-dans' in Ma nu. From such 
vocative use DOS became, by omission of the copula, an imperative; 
cf. Lat. macte virtute (es to). These forms DOS and DHES are also 
certified in the Skr. imperatives dehi and dhehi, wherein (D)Hf is an 
optional or movable suffix omitted in Mr and Bir. The Skr. 2d pl. 

1 Is it to the ii of the injunctive STHAS that we owe the vocalism of eriis, -biis 
(but see 69)? 
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mid. impv. daddkvam shows the normal Sanskrit treatment of 
D(H)DH. Note the perfect equation (F lost in the heavy consonant 
group) between 8iu8011 and Skr. dkaddkvam. It was because oftUu8011 

that 8i<T8ai, as well as some other u8 forms like <jiip1u81 (69), was 
allocated to" middle" function. As for the impv. ending -dhvam, 
its dhv is to be connected with the du of Lat. per-duis, creduas, 
while its am is an accusative ending like the ending of A.dfJo11 (72 fn.). 
The restriction of the form to the 2d plural was due to pronoun 
forms like Skr. vam (really a precasual form, see § 50) : Lat. vos. 
It may be that dhvam is to be identified ultimately with the Plautine 
optional -dum with the imperative. 

The middle person-ending -ME-DHI/-ME·(S)THA. 

83. The IE. 1st pl. middle is represented by ·µ18a/-µ1a8a : Skr. 
-mahi, Av. -mailJt'.. Here we have, I think, two different combina
tions of the pronominal element me(: 1st sg. -MI)+ DHI, the optional 
ending of the 2d sg. imperative just mentioned; while in the Greek 
endings we have ME+ (s)THA, 2d sg. ending of olu8a etc. (75). Thus 
we better classify the facts than by calling the u of -µrn8a a contri
bution from 2d plural in -1u81. 

The nasal conjugations : complexes with SNEI ' ducere '. 
84. For some years past I have been studying tautological com

binations and have especially applied this principle to the explana
tion of the nasal verb fiexion (cf. AJPh. 25, 369-389; 26, 172-203; 
26, 377-408; also Class. Rev. 20, 253 sq.; Cl. Quart. 3, 272 sq.; 
KZ. 42, 152 [krtiJli]; 45, II2 [Chinese tautological compounds]; 
AJ Ph. 321 408 [Hungarian examples]; add Malay synonym pairs of 
loanwords, see Misteli I. c. 2, 2371

). For the nasal verbs I supposed 
e.g. that Skr. /Jadknfrti meant 'tie-binds' or the like. Note the 
pretty case of b1l1C·11ii-µ' with a,."~=monstrator and -11v(r)~ 1 =nutans. 

85. By the examination of the Sanskrit root ni we may learn 
how (s)NEI 'ducere, trahere' became fitted for use as a somewhat 
general auxiliary verb. This Sanskrit root means 'ducere, zieheu, 
trahere ', and the intransitive senses of' ziehen' (as to which see Paul 
Wbch.) are not extant in Sanskrit. But apa + ni = devestire and 
snayati = vestire, i. e. 'to draw on' (clothes), cf. Eng. drawers of the 
nether undergarments. Outside of Indo-Iranian the &pecialization 
of sense found in ducentes subtegmina or trahere lanam (vel-

I Loss of u in -vv(u)rt and -vv(u)µt as in BHERB(S)TI (70). 
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lera), trama 'woof', prevailed and thus we reach the widely dissemi
nated European root SNEI/SNOU 'to spin, weave' etc.; cf. .,,,; 'llrJ/J.".,.a 

(Hdt.) with deduct"/ aranea filum (Ovid). In Greek further 
specializations are found in .,,,,fov ~v>.a ='to draw (whence pile) logs' 
(cf. Bacch. 3, 33 var}uaTo = "rogum exstruendum curavit "); [cf. UTop

vu/I.' 'I strew-pile']: xtlp•uu,, "'"'.,, = p u l ling (i. e. swimming) with 
his hands, cf. Skr. ndvam (with :A,' though the object is cognate) 
nayafi"= navem ducere (i.e. to pull) and Germ. ziehen='to pull 
(a boat), rem is ducere'; .,,(o/l.a• (Homeric 'llEV/J.a') 'eo' (intransitive by 
ellipsis of the reflexive object, cf. Lat. ago, Germ. ziehen from sich 
ziehen). Gr. .,,.ia1 .,,,;.,.a, (Odyssey): Lat. nis 'nes' (Festus) are root 
flexion forms with the original diphthong, cf. Skr. ne-mi-s 'tire', 
i. e. 'inductum '. In Sanskrit ni was specially used for bringing to 
sacrifice (cf. the OLat. ritual question agon) attended by song (note 
nitha-); cf. the root nath- (from SNE[s]TH § 76) 'to keep sacrificing', 
whence 'to beseech, precari ',with Umbr. impv. per-snimu 'pre
cator ',' persnt"s 'precatus' from PERK~ ' precans' +sNiTOS 'aditus, 
adductus' (deponentially taken) : Skr. [s]nita 'ducta (in matrimo
nium)'.3 The parallelism of the Skr. na and no verb classes easily 
explains itself on the basis of composition with the root SNEI /SNOU. 

In (6.v-vv/I.' and ;.,,-.,,u/I.• we have the object nouns L"'r~ and F.r~+u.,,i/ 
: Skr. snayati 'vestit '. For the noun object prius see Fay AJPh. 
32, 408. In compounds like Skr. vli-nati 'crushes' : Lat. vellit 
'pulls, plucks' the priuswas vli(cf. Av.fra-xsni§ Sr) 'ad~premen
dum '. In a verb like this, while we may still feel na/ni as tauto
logical, yet its force is scarcely more than the force of an auxiliary 
verb, ad~premendum ducit = premit. The participle of vli is 
vllna-s; cf. Lat. vellus 'fleece', tautological from WEL + Nos, Nos 

meaning 'tractum' (cf. in Tibullus tracta =flocks of wool). This 
word NOS 'tractum', in the generalized sense of 'possessio' had a 
rich extension in the IE. tongues in such words as Skr. cip-nas-, 

1 This A. will be due to levelling between *Nius and its gen. N:iw-os. 
2 Or better define the verb according to 77 fn. by 'sortes (i. e. pruu = spilli

kins) ducere '. 
•rn Skr.sam-ra}-ni 'empress' we have in -ni either a cognate of nUa •nupta' or 

else ·GNi, another flexion form of gna (: yvvf}) •wife' (of a god). For -Ni we may 
cite ?r6rva 7r6rvta (?originally 'potens_ductrix '). but Lat. reg>na looks like 
RiGNi combined wi.th RiGNA, .whe~ce. REG[N]I-NA~_while the NI in Skr. pdtni may 
have come pro~thmcally by 1rrad1at10~ from REG!"I· On the basis of regnum, 
however, I decide for Nl rather than GNl, for I see in the ·NO· of regnum a deriv
ative of NEI •trabere' with the sense of Lat. tractus = domain. In Lat. venmum 
•poison '-but doubtless first a love-potion only-we have the compound wenes + 
sno-m, clearly = ' amorem ducens '. 
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dravt"-nas, /lcpoor, imJ••a, Lat. fenus, pt"gnus (further exx. in Meillet 
M~m. Soc. Ling. 15, 256), most of which either mean' bona' or con
note forms of property. It was from words like vlfna-s that the -NO· 

suffix of past participles was derived. As for Skr. dravinas-, its 
root will be found in ~pai•nr (65), its type infacinus. 

The buy-and-sell group; SNEI and EL 

86. The formulaic usage of ni in Sanskrit is illustrated by the 
example vi-krayarh nayati 'mercatum ducit, vendit' (cf. vi-krtirh 
nayatz' = ad~mutationem, sc. animi, ducit). Similarly kri-'l)ii-ti 
'buys' is made up of a locatival kri 'mercatum' (supine)+ niiti 
'ducit '. This leads to the interpretation of (i)irpi&,,.-11• by PRIY?.!M,..., 
+ E(I)M; cf. with passive sense Lat. ven(um)ibat: <1>•,...,Eoµa1, which 
comes from a locatival prius (cf. the Avestan noun locatives in§ 4) 
F,,,m-. + l(y)oµa1. In irpl71, irpl'JTa& (subjunctives) we have a dat.-loc. 
infinitive irp&TJ,..., with copula omitted in 2d singular but represented 
by -E(I)TAI in the 3d. In (1)-cf>Epoµ-'I" etc. we have an infinitive 
BHEROM + E(I)M (cf. on iµiy-r1r 61) 'ibam' or E(S)M 'eram '. True, 
;:; is certified by the proper dialects, but its vowel color will be due 
to competing forms in -(u)O'I., before the analogy of the -'I• aorists 
was submitted to (81). There was also a permanent competition 
of A: and E in 1uTTJ• and 1Tl0'1•· 

Sanskrit-Latin gerundials from infinitive+ NIYO. 

87. The Sanskrit gerundives in -enya- have an infinitive prius + 
-NYO- '(se) ducens, ziehend '. Thus note in RV. 10, 120, 5 
prapa;yanto yudhC--nyiini bhflri =prospicientes certamini._,ducentia 
(prize of combat, Griffith) multa and the common form vare--'l)ya-s 
(note the conflicting accent and gradation ofyudht~ and vare--)= 
ad._,optionem [se] ducens '. In the gerundives of the type of kara
'f}tya-s 'faciundus' I recognize karam--, weakened to kar1'{!,..., before 
-ntya- 'ad factionem (se) ducens '. The ultimate gerundial sense 
will have come from the infinitive prius (see e. g. Speyer VSS. 
216 c; cf. also Bartholomae Wbch. s. v. ah 277, 3). Names like 
Lat. Cupt"ennius Herennius (cognate with Umbr. keri 'vult') look, 
Etruscan influence apart, to be of this formative type. On -nn
from -MN- in Latin see Fay CI. Quart. 4, 87 sq. There is also 
nothing in the Italic dialects (v. exx. in Von Planta Gram. I, 201 

sq.) to prove MN from any of the mn combinations to be found 
there. 
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The agential suffix -T'F.R/TlJR. 

88. When Prellwitz, Wbch. s. v. ,..[pw, derives the agent suffix 
TOR from the root TER he is substantially right. It is a pity that 
he did not go further, however, and compare for its generalized 
sense of 'facere' OBulg. ivoriti: tvoru 'creatura, forma ', which 
shows that the root is to be written TWER/TER. The strongest sort 
of evidence for the antiquity of the sense 'facere' results from the 
comparison of Slavic po-tvoru 'magic' with Skr. kf-tvari-s 1 (AV.) 
'sagae '. After Jevons' discussion (see Anthropology and the 
Classics p. 98) of verbs of 'doing' in the sense of doing magic, 
the Whitney-Lanman note on kr-tvar-is (AV. 4, I8, 1), viz. that 
kftvaris borrows a special sense from krty'tl, 'magic', merely attests 
Professor Lanman's unconscious recognition of a first-class instance 
of tautological composition between the two roots of 'doing', KER 
and TWER-doubling perhaps their effect as what the American 
Indians would have called "medicine". In. kf'tvaris we find the 
tertium comparationis necessary to establish the correlation of -tor 
in Lat. cultor with -tura in cultura (with u from WE, see Fay i\}Ph. 
34, 16 § 44 fn.). 

89. Now Sanskrit also certifies to a stem-grade -fur- for the 
agent suffix, to-wit in yantur-am ("strong" acc. sg.) 'datorem'; cf. 
also the neuter sihatur 'stativus' : sthatar- 'auriga '. Also in every 
agent noun genitive in -fur we have testimony to -TUR-+ the genitive 
ending -[E]s (72). In the large group of adjectives in -fur- (nom. 
-fur), like apiur-, lit. 'opus faciens' but = 'operosus ', we have 
further testimony to the" stem" -TUR- : -TOR/-TWER.2 

1 I note in passing that masc. kftvan- 'faciens' exhibits dissimilation of r- r
to r- n- and suggests a source for the N/R variation found in rrfov, fem. rrie1pa, etc. 

•The ending -TUR-0· appears in Lat. satur 'full', with sequel meaning from 
'eater, having eaten'. All the Plautine usage reveals the connotation of 'gor
mandizing', e.g. Cp. 812, satur homos!, habet profecto in ventre confidentiam; 
Poen. 804, extis sum satur factus probe; Mc. 750, non estis cenaturi? : : iam 
saturi sumus. The l:aTVfmt, like their big-bellied leader l:ei;\17vo~, were probably 
merely saturi. Then the Doric title of TiTvpot descrihed the dancing satyrs, and 
is to be derived from the root T(w)ii1 : Lat. quatio (see Fay IF. 32); cf. Eng.shake 
a leg= dance. The root of satur was Psou (though cited by Hirt ap. Walde s. v. 
satur as sou-T), as Av. fsav • fett machen '. fsao -nay- 'feist' show, though the 
initial P was lost prior to Greek ao17v. To the same root belongs Lat. sltgtna 
•fattening', with a secondary short lt (see Fay IF. 26, 32 and cf. Pedersen vglch. 
Kelt. Gram. § 126, 3, who notes the Latin shortening of pretonic a in early 
Celtic loanwords). In sagina we have an infin. prius PSAI + agina, cognate with 
ay>vtc.i (i.e. infin. AGI + NEYO: Skr. ndyati, cf. § 85), especially used of driving 
cattle, while Av.fsav explicitly means' saginare '. 
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The Lalin DesideraHves £n -turio. 
90. The nominatives in -tur form a precious testimony for the 

Latin desideratives. Thus esur£o is from *esur, parallel with esor 
'eater', and parturio is from a feminine *parturi + £0; cf. Skr. iyati, 
sporadic for ayati 'it'. Note the syllabic reduction in *par(f)turi 
as compared with parift:tra. Aeolic 1.uiprvp 'witness' (agent noun to 
the root in Lat. memorat, see § 58) gives further certification of -TUR 

and µ.np-rvp~i., is nothing but µ.cip.,.up followed by the Greek flexion of 
EYO corresponding to the type of Skr. ayaH (though ESQ is phonet
ically admissible). The prius in Lat. ligurio was the pf. ptc. (ft 
reduced from wo), unreduplicated like .lMr, but otherwise corres
ponding to Skr. ririkv'h.1hs. 

Latin centurio. 
91. Applying the above analysis to centurio and writing a start

form *cent[um-t] urio ' hundred-leader', we get a military term 
suggestive of Skr. yantdr- 'marshal', sthatar- 'auriga'; cf. the com
pounds prtsu-tur- dji-tur- 'in proeliis vincens ', vi;va-tur- 'omnia 
vincens '. su-pra-trlr- 'bene-pro-festinans ', ratha-tur- ' bigas-cele
rans ', vrtra-tur- 'hostes-superans '. These words can leave no 
doubt of the belongings of .,.vp- in .,.{,p-a••or.1 In centum-turio the 
posterius -turion- is a tautological complex of TUR- (' vordringend 
zum kampfe' in RV.)+ YvEN· (cf. Av. ay- in military usage, Bar
tholomae Wbch. 148, 4), nearly related to the " comparative" 
tariyas- 'durchdringend' (cf. on the 'Ytr<pf.,.: Lat. superior type, 
Fay AJPh. 31, 424) and also to turiya- of the '4th' or "captain'' 
(i.e." princeps ") finger (I. c. p. 426 § 63; 417 § 36). 

The Latin passive; quispiam sentences. 
92. After the demonstration of the grade -TUR- to the agent 

suffix -TOR- the last obstacle is removed against the explanation of 
the Latin deponent-passive: hoc mihi dator (sc. es sit) came to be 
understood, thanks to the ellipsis, as hoc mihi sit datum. T.he 
same interpretation as a passive was also given to hoc mihz' datur 

1 I see in Tvpawa<; a comp9und, prius TUR~, acc. sg. of an action noun meaning 
something like •raid'; cf. Skr. tur quasi 'raider', turl-s •ilberlegene kraft', tftr
' celeritas '. The posterius was -SNO· • dux'; cf. SNKI • ducere ', § 85, We have the 
same posterius in Koipa-[a]vor, which precisely corresponds with Germ. 'heer
zog'. It is found again in Lat. satellites' attendants on a king'. Here the prius 
is the agent noun KSA·TEL (see on the L·form of the TER suffix. Brugmann Gr.• 
2, I § 247) •ruler': Skr. kfatrd-m 'regnum '. first compounded with (s)NO· • dux' 
(cf. the modern title of duke); then *satdlos 'regidux' was affected by suffixal 
irradiation from equites and the likP.. Or SNES· : SNJlI- :: Skr. dhas: dhii-? 
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(sc. est)-wherein datur is like esur'"' in esurio (90). Words like 
lzortatur, kortator (cf. also on proditor) remained in the voice of 
auctor est (5). In the Italic dialects (forms most conveniently 
collected in Dottin op. cit. 36 sq.) the 3d sg. and plur. forms end in 
-fir, i. e. the -TER of 8oT~P; in -fur, i. e. the -TOR of dator; in -ter, 
perhaps vocative to the -TER nominative ; and in -tar, by sampra
sara~a from -TUR, which was Mommsen's explanation for the -ter 
forms (Unterital. Dial. 235, ap. Zimmer in KZ. 30, 277). In 
Umbrian the 3d sg.ferar will have been developed from 3d sg. 
act. *fera (cf. dirsa, !era) precisely as in Latinferor was developed 
fromfero. The Umbrian 3d pl. futures (perfect) benuso, couortuso 
are plural nominatives, with loss of final -r, from the participles in 
-us (74); cf. the -:Es- stem nominatives tuderor/tudero. The re
tained -s- of benuso will be due to the retained -s of benus: 6enust 
(73). Thus the forms like benuso[r] are precisely equivalent to 
*D'u~[as] invoked above to explain Skr. iyus 'ierunt '. In Umbr. 
ier (not 'ibitur' but 'itum est', see the instance in Dottin 39) we 
have a precise equation with Av. *iyar• (72)-or with Skr. iyzJs. 
It is proper to mention here that Zimmer I. c. rendered ier by' on 
va' (3d pl. active). 

93. Into the Celtic forms I cannot explicitly go, but in his dis
cussion of the ltalo-Celtic deponent (KZ. 30, 224 sq.) Zimmer may 
be held to have demonstrated that this construction in Celtic 
properly belongs under the rubric of quispiam-sentences (man
satze), cf. his citation (p. 255) from O'Donovan's Irish Grammar: 
"For this reason some Irish scholars have considered the passive 
Irish verb to be a form of the active verb, expressing the action in 
an indefinite manner, as buailtear me, i.e. some person or persons, 
thing or things, strikes or strike me". What is that but this, that 
hoc mt"lzi datur started with the sense ' hoc mihi quispiam dator est ' ? 

The Lati"n Infinitive in -IER. 

94. Over fifteen years ago in the Classical Review I offered an 
explanation of the old infinitives in -t"er as containing in -ie- the 
present system suffix -(I)YE- and in -ran apocopated -re. To be 
sure of representing my actual meaning I quote a couple of sen
tences : " I propose to take the -ie- verbs as a starting-point, and so 
explain de-ripier' (Men. 1006) as an abbreviated infinitive to a -ie
stem. Thus -rapier, and rapere would belong, the first to a -t"e
stem, the second to an -e- stem. It is common enough in Sanskrit 
for a root to have both -ya- and -a- present systems, and this state 
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of things appears in Latin also, at least with the verb venio (cf. 
Brix, Trin. 41) ". 

95· This passage has been curiously misunderstood by Stolz, 
who thus criticises it (Lat. Gram.' p. 297): "Ganz ungerecht
fertigt ist Fay's annahme eines Inf. de-rij>ier aus *de-rij>iere von 
einem ie·stamme (rapere soll der eines e-stammes sein !), vgl. ..• 
(IFA. 8, 209)". 

96. Now I was trying to make a statement that would be clear 
to classical scholars not Sanskritists and impatient of comparative 
grammar; and having mentioned previously the pair bt"bere/biber': 
bibo I thought that explaining de-rtpier' : deripio would be the 
clearest way to state my point; and in speaking of the ·IE· and ·E

stems I had predominantly in view the Latin fiexional system as 
stated in the non-comparative Lat. grammars. I looked for a scholar 
of Stolz's specialistic knowledge to interpret my meaning in the 
terms of his own science, but I see that I must have been enigmatic. 

97. What I supposed then I suppose now, viz. that -rij>ier' 
came from a verbal noun RAxPYES· and that rapere came from a 
verbal noun RAxPES·. In lndo-Iranian there is no lack of such 
nouns in ·YES- in infinitival function. Macdonnell's Vedic Grammar 
§ 585, I gives pulJyas-e 1 to thrive', sahyas-e 'to conquer', both in 
most obvious relation to their present systems, viz. : pusyati (with 
secondary accent for *pulJyati) and sahyate (classical passive; cf. 
sakyami). Note also dk'flyas-e 'to cherish' (: dkayati 'suckles'), 
Ohiyas·e 'to fear' (: bkayate 'fears'), ;riyas-e •to be resplendent'. 
In the Avesta -ES· stems occur in a suffixless locative, and Bar
tholomae (Gr. Iran. Phil. § 260 a), after citing the suffixless Gathic 
avo 'juvare ', adds: "ferner aus praesensstammen: Gathic v;;rnyo 
'zu wirken' ",with a cross-reference to the ya-class presents. For 
a locative ending in -ESI cf. Av. pairi-tacaki 'circumcurrere '. 
Let not Professor Stolz imagine that I am concerned whether the 
name infinitive be admitted for these Avestan forms or not. I am 
just as well content to call them verbal nouns. But I insist on the 
fact that both Sanskrit and Avestan verbal nouns attest the IE. 
forms dat. -YES-AI(? -EI), Joe. -YES/·YES·I, evidently in some sort of 
relation to verbs with ·(I)YE· fiexion; and that these forms justify 
me in writing a pre-Latin rapyes/rapyesi, whence the form -ripier'. 
That its -r ending caused it to be interpreted as a passive, the 
infinitive being itself substantially of either voice at will (65 fn.), was 
noted sufficiently in my original paper. I may here add that 
rapie-bam may be derived from rapyerfam (but see §43). 
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The Latin posterz'us -ivos. 

98. In nocivus (or z'nternecivus) I see an infinitive prius NOK-EI + 
(E)°i-vos, the pf. ptc. of' ire' (72), if not EIVO-S: Skr. ~va-s 'festi
nans '. We have a comparable formation in Lith. neszi')1as 'por
ter', i. e. 'portare~iens '. In the forms like nocuus the posterius 
had the due grade -oivos. This is also the way to account for the u in 
nocui (see on noc~eo § 56), which will have had for its posterius 
in the complex not *IvAI (72), but a correctly graded perfect 
*oivAI, like olaa. But it may be that nociuos is made up from a 
priusnoci 'nocere' + wos, quasi 'manens' (cf. §40 fn.). If we 
assume a variant dissimilation of successive ST groups the morpho
logical correlation of Lat. stativus with the Skr. pf. ptc. tasthivas
presents little difficulty. With the i of statiuos cf. the i of Vedic 
(unreduplicated) ;vas-ivas- 'snorting ' (? v - v from v v v ). In 
intempes(s)tiuos the posterius is -STH1wos: STHAI (cf. Fay AJPh. 
33, 378, 4 sq.) 

APPENDIX ON NOUN FLEXION. 

99. Analogous to the complexes that led up to thematic conju
gation were complexes leading to thematic declension. Declension, 
like conju~ation, consisted in the allocation of the infinitivals, suffix
less and diphthongal, to the expression of the case relations. The 
c,ises were infinitives, but the infinitives were pre-casual, general 
locals, as in Bantu (50). The subsequent infinitive was an inter
jection, a call, a summons, an imperative. Take e. g. /Iyu as a 
summons "ad agendum ',like the cry "ad arma ". The develop
ment of the sense of leader, dux, liy•, Skr. naya (with -E for -EI 
by § 1, 1), becomes perfectly transparent. It is all of record in 
Trimalchio's cry of Carpe, carpe (Petronius 36). [The gradual 
loss of the infinitivals, though not susceptible to proof, may perhaps 
be admitted. Note the paucity of infinitives in Classical Sanskrit 
as compared with the wealth of those formations in Vedic Sanskrit 
and Avestan. Herein Latin, say. runs with Classical Sanskrit. The 
elimination of the IE. free infinitives must have resulted from their 
gradual fixation first in formulaic complexes, then in grammatical 
forms.] 

100. These calls with the diphthongs in -lii, -ii, perhaps -°Ji (see 
§103), formed the basis of thematic inflection. In the Indo-Iranian 
group -AI is preserved in the vocative of the -a declension, kanye: 
11vp.cf><1 (see§ I, I), possibly also in yvva1. Note besides the d ofa«nro-ra, 
agricola, collega, nouns earlier in type than the a-gender; cf., with 
ai or oi diphthong , Lith. te'vai 'pater'. Account is also to be taken 
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of the phenomenon known in Sanskrit grammar aspluti'(cf. Wack
ernagel ai. Gram. I §§ 255-257), the prolongation i.e. of vocatival 
·d to -a3a, of vocatival -e to -a3ya / a3i. I interpret -a3a to mean 
the protraction of ·EI. 

101. The calling forms in -AI, -f.1/ -61 account at once for a num
ber of the case forms. Taking *Musae as a typical vocative, in 
a sentence like tibi *Musae do11um est we account for the interpre
tation as a dative; while tibi *Musa3i factum est reveals how the 
instrumental arose. When a noun like yij had passed from the 
sense of' bearer' to the sense of 'earth', Terra, in a sentence like 
tibi, * Terrae, vinum fundimus, we realize how the vocative became 
a dative-local. With a "locative" infinitival like X<tp- i, originally 
= 'ad~prensandum,' 1 the functions of instrumental dative locative 
remained undifferentiated. 

102. The summons in the diphthong infinitive, let us say *carpei'j 
*carpoi •ad carpendum ',when addressed to several, became a plural 
as in Greek -o•, or a (iual as in Skr. feminine kanye, neut. phdle; 
and these diphthong forms are earlier than the -os -ES plural nomi
natives. In the name 1t.>..vrnq.1.~urpYJ 'famosa~comminiscens' we have 
in it.>..vriu~ one of the early diphthong case forms, whence the later 
samdhi form 1<>..vra' (see § 1, 1), neuter plural. 

103. From the precasual cries in -AI came the -a declension 
nouns like po~ •flu men', for which Collitz (BB_ 29, 81 sq.) has 
already rendered probable, in my opinion, the stem-form -AI (cf. 
the reduction feminine byforms in -i, noting for this vowel stage 
Kretschmer as cited in §59)· From cries in -<5r, the vocatives like 
Ifo8ul and 'Hxol. came the nouns in . ...;, (cf. J. Schmidt KZ. 27, 
369 sq.); and from -~I cries such nouns as Lat.jides, caedes. The 
-I stems, known in Bartholomae's grammatical works as -AV stems, 
may be based on locatives in -1, unless -IS is pronominal like ES/ os 
(104). 

104. The vocative must have long done duty as nominative also, 
but in the "vowel" declensions a nominatival -s arose, I surmise, 
as follows. After an original vocative like POTEI/POTOI 'domine' 
stood the demonstrative ES, as found in ESMI (48), whence by sub
sequent fusion POTEYES. A cry of the briefest type, e.g. GHER 

''ad prensandum ",would have } ielded GHER-Es, as in Skr. hara-s 
'greifer, destroyer' but *hara-s 'griff'. From GHER·ES GHEROS 

aro:>e by deflection and finally, after ·GHEROS came to be widely 

1 Cf. OLat. vola •hand', i. e. •ad prensandum' : the root of Skr. vlinati (85). 
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used in composition, GHOROS. Two types now existed, a calling 
form GHER with a nominatival GHER-ES beside it, and a calling 
form GHER-~I with a nominatival GHEREY-ES. Ofthese, GHER-ES/ 
GHOROS was finally allocated to the singular and GHEREY-ES to the 
plural, the one coming to belong, in course of time, to the -o de
clension, the other to the -I declension. To the latter was given a 
nom. sg. in -rs, wherein the demonstrative rs, parallel with Es, is 
perhaps to be recognized. The well-known interchange of the ·O 
and -I stems in Latin, often distributed between the simplex and 
compound, may perhaps shed a glimmer of evidence into this glot
togonic gloom. 

105. The proof that the demonstrative ES came to be attached 
to a cry and converted it to a nominative can certainly not be ren
dered in the present state of our knowledge, but it is at least worthy 
of note that in pre-Semitic scholars have analyzed their extant nomi
natives in the same way, writing as a type, by way of explanation 
of the -u nominatives, *malik-ku 'rex ille ', see Brockelmann I. c. 
§ u7 a. In lndo-European -s, and not -Es, came to be abstracted 
as the ending of the nom. sg. This I take to have been because, 
when GHER-ES was still spoken, GHERE, the samdhi form of GHEREI, 
came to be associated with GHER-ES as its vocative and, the differ
ence being an -s, this was seized upon as the nominative formant. 

106. As for the genitive "suffixes" 1 -ES (consonant) and -so/ 
-svo (o-stems), it may be noted that so is formally identical with 
the IE. article, (n. sg. m.) and ES is also a demonstrable nominative 
(48). In the oldest Sanskrit we find syas alongside of sa(s). I 
suggest that a late lndo-European who said REGES DOMOS was 
echoing an ancestor whose thought was REG ES DOMos 'king, the 
house'. The possessive relative was at first inferential merely, as 
in French in la porte Saint Marit'n (cf. Misteli op. cit. 2, p. 96). 
A still later Indo-European who said NEROs(v)o DOMOs echoed 
ancestral NERO s(v)o DOMO(s) 'man, the house'. Like the so
called stems used in composition, NERO and s(v)o are forms prior 
to the adoption of nominatival -s (104). 

1 In view of AJPh. 34. 237. this paragraph is respectfully offered for the con
sideration of Professor Gildersleeve. 



SYNOPTIC INDEX. 
A. GENERALITIES, 

a. Non-IE. languages cited : Amharic 72 fn.; Chinook 47; Hebrew 46, 47; 
Namaqua 47; Semitic 49, 50, 105. 

b. Faets: Divination , games, prayer-sticks 77 fn. Magic 88. 
c. Clt1"ontJ/o;:y : Complexes identical in type remade at different dates, the 

nx~m> types (7 sq.) being relatively late IE. The ifilpetr forms with thematic 
diphthong (56, 59) older than the Mdf'asi, or thematic vowel, forms 67. Ar
chaisms: in the dual 55, 61; in semantic j?roups, the plnit-bind group (ntxo
pketo) in Latin 77; breath-and-sound group (cf. Lat. vomimus) 59; the hunt-and· 
search group (Lat. quaeso etc.) 66; cf. on the go-to-market group (Lat. vineo) 86; 
compounds archaic So; fables an archaic literary genre 53; cf. on gnomic tenses 
75 fn. 

B. PRE-VERBAL FLl!XION. 

a. Began in the pronouns 47; pronouns interjectional in origin 48, 50; at 
first fluid in point of case, number, person, gender 49; personal allocation of Lat. 
!tie Mt Skr. ayam, iste OVTor efa-s, ille t Ktivor asau 46; the pronoun ES 48 ; TU 
honorific 49; verb of MOTION out of pronoun 48; COPULATIVE verb likewise 
48 sq.; Ital. ucolo, Hebrew ltd', Skr. ayam 46; Skr. asmi 'sum'= • ego', asi = 
•tu' 48 

b. Pt'onoun-Conjugation: is indication of person 47; pronoun-conjugation 
in Chinook 47; IE. EITI and ESTI are conjugated pronouns 45 , 48; secondary 
endings in pronouns 71; noun-conjugation in Hebrew and Namaqua 47. 

c. Person endings: are demonstratives ·MI -SI ·TI 48; reluctance to admit 
this 49; Lith. mi ti si precasual forms of demonstratives 50-5 I ; person endings 
may be omitted without ambiguity (cf. elliptic forms, infm) if contextual subject 
is clear 57; person endings may have come by irradiation, not by formal com
position with the pronouns (pronominal verbs) EITI ESTI 57; primary and 
secondary endings 32, 71 ; 2d/ 3d persons, Indo-Iranian tti, the impv. endings, 
Germ. E,. Sie .Def'o 49; -is -iT from -i1s -ilT 24, 25, 59; -STHK and -STHA endings 
from the root STHA, Tsimshian st 51, 70; -µella/-µecOa 83; impv. -DHI 51 fn,; 
Skr. -dltvam 82; 3d pl. (E)RONTI 72-73; pf. endings 72 sq. (cf. elliptic forms, 
infra); Greek middle -crfl- 82. 

C. VERB-CONJUGATION. 

a. A non-elliptical IE. verb form consists of a prius, which is either an 
infinitive (type Skr. 'fzstam-f'dn = eratis-dando>dabatis, 38) or a participial 
(type f'ex~mt 7 sq.); and of a posterius, an auxiliary verb (of ultimately 
demonstrative origin 48) combined therewith. Incomplete and inconsistent 
regularization of the verbal paradigms in the various tongues 32 fn . 44; proethnic 
vs. ethnic analogy forms i6. ; standard paradigms 54, 68-69. 

b. Thematic vowel from complexes with ESTI 7<r71. 
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c. Thematic diphthong from EITI 56, 59; attested in 2d a.nd 3d sg. <f>epet' 
<f>epet, in gradation with" optative" <f>ipo1r and Gothic indic. nabais nabai, 2d and 
3d dual (archaic) Skr. blidret(n)e, cf. Lat. "optative" z•tl1s (i <ET/01) : Goth. 
indicative wiltis 55; corresponding long diphthong form& in <f>epr;r Goth. liabdis 
Skr. bmvaite (dual) 55. 

D. Surviving- or revivedperipnra1tic complexes. 

a. Flexion originated, ex hypothesi. in word groups, which remained long 
separable 17, 57. Skr. exx. of participles combined with forms of as 'esse ', 
stna 'stare', i 'ire', car •7reAetv' etc. 3; astam-ran (in tmesi) =era.tis-de.re= 
dabatis 38; Av. exx. Owoi a/ii= tueri (tuendo) es= tueris; asti b1r:;(}e =est 
ferendo>fert, possidet, 69: aini b:>r:;(}i =earn (i. e. ibo) ferre>feram 60; ptc. 
with forms of STHA 4; Greek exx. {3ij d>evyCJv and {3ij cie Oittv 2; with iuravat 76 
fn.; Latin exx. balitantes eunt 59-60; sum solvendo 4; amatum iri, cf. Skr. navJtave 
'sacruficare ire', infitias ire 60; ptcc. with stare 76 fn. 

b. Skr. periphr. pf. contains a pres. ptc. +' esse' etc. 19, 40 fn.; cf. Greek 
form in 72; Amharic "constructive'' 72 fn. 

c. Skr. periphr. fut . is agent noun in -ta(r) +asmi, identical with Lat. auctor 
sum type 5; cf. Horatian proditor sc. sit 5. 

E. Assumedpnhisto1·ic periphrases. 

a. With EST!, cf. Skr. bhdrasi, and with EITI cf. </>E(lEl{ 44; with ESO ESES(I) 
in Lat. re:r'"'erit, lu:r'"'erit9, 11; ciuf'"'[ES]CJ/rfttf'"'f(U)CJ 14; Skr. (a)dikf'"'[as]at 14. 
The IE. futures with '"'SYETI 37; in BH(W)IT(•) 40 (cf. 43 on the Lat. -bam forms). 
OBulg. infin. complexes with -achu from ESOM 42. 

F. PRIORA OF IE. VERBAL COMPLEXES. 

a. Are either participals (agent nouns) or infinitives (action nouns); uncer· 
tainty between these as in Kam-Kmv'"'iovat and µev'"'iCJ 17; in fin .. not ptc., in Lat. 
ama-bo 40. These infinitives are "bases" 55 fn. 

Participial prius. 

b. Gradation in priora: prius a viiddhied nom. sg. in -s, as m OetKr'"', in Lat. 
d1'~is = dicens~sis, du:ris = ducens sis, etc., 14, 21, 2~; gunated in Skr. dvef'"' 
'hating' 67; reduced to zero in Skr. dikf'"' duk~'"' Lat. caps'"' raps'"' 12-14; of 
i-grade in rigs'"', !·grade in cleps'"' IO. 12; of deflected or o-grade in moneo 56, 
doceo 59, etc. 

c. Prins an accusative in Skr. frad-dhe' cor dare', in Lat. au(s)-di =aures~ 

dare; cf. Vedic akfi-dan = oculos detis 38; in (ow-vvµt and iv-vvµt 85. 
d. (?) Prius a nom. without -sin Skr. af- 34, IJev'"'iet 37, ¢ip'"'ttr 57, 69; pct

in Lat. peto 66. 
e. Prius a nom. in -s(s) in Lat. quaes'"' 66. 
f. Prius a mute stem nom. in -s, type i7rfref fovaa 67; hence came by haplol

ogy the root conjugation of verbs, see § 67; Skr. rdkrati: al.ifet 67; re:r'"'erit 
7-8, lux'"'erit 9; in combination with STHO/E (76 sq.) TEKS in Lat. te:ro, the te:ro
necto group 77; [reduplicated mute stem prius, Skr. cikits'"' • monstrans', cf. 
pipas'"' •bibens' 28). 
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g. Prius a nom. in -s from a root ending in a vowel, Greek {311r~; hence came, 
particularly, the sxo/E conjugation 26-27, 52; GWOS in Skr. gduhati: f3a111Ce, 
o6r[ES]Kov, <f>ar[Es]1<e; Lat. pas~[es]co 26; gnos~sll 75; cf., with mute stem.ft.ks~ 
in Skr. ft.cchdti 52; reduplicated iu oioa"r~[Es]= 52. 

h. Prius a liquid stem ayeN~> ayeip~ I7, Lat. vets~ vers~ u. 
i. Prius an -Es stem, Ist of agt. noun, ..pevoiir[Es]c.i; 2d of action noun, 

µeA.r1r~[Es)c.i IS;(?} tegls~bam 43. 
j. Prius an -I stem (nom. -Is) in Skr. (a)vedi("'[~s]am, ML•r]e(u)a, Lat. 

dtdiss~is 25; evpir(ES)ICCJ 26-27. 
k. Prius an adj. -o stem (nom. -os) in Lat. crud[os]~escit luc[os]~escit 27; 

with feminine in -A in Skr. (subj.) blzarasi 51, 69, cf. vesperascit 27; (?) prius a 
neuter BHER~ 69. 

I. Prius an agent noun in -TUR (without -s) in µaprvp~tc.i IS, 90, Lat. 
isu~io, feminine in -TURi in Lat. parturio 90; cf. agt. noun in -TOR in Skr. 
data'smi I I, Lat. auctor sum,proditor 5. 

m. Numberof the prius: singular ousts plural in Skr. data'smas • daturi sumus' 
II, in Lat. rex"'erimus IS sq., 23, 

n. Singular varies with plural in leg[ts]~erimus, interchanging with -lex~
erimus II. 

o. Singular identical with plural in root nouns with long vowel, e. g. in the 
{3/iuc.i type I 6. 

P· Plural prius in Lat. expetmunt 67-09 KWES[Es]~IMOS 59; ayyeA.[er]~ 
t(a)ovui, µev [er]~ I 7. 

Infinitival prius. 

q. General: on the suflixless locative 50 sq.; its gradual loss 99. 
r. Monosyllables WEM~ 'vo:nere' 59, 11EV' 38, µivec.i 17; lla~ovµat 27, 

Kara-Kra~ I7, 27; Skr. v/i~nall S5, cf. Av. fra-xsnt S1 ; Skr. dai in dii-syati 
'dabit' 39; STH°'.tI in Lat. stiibo 40 GNul in nosli 75. 

s. Dissyl!ables: (Vedic) in -i 37, duhi 34, af(l) in arim11hi 34, braJt in bravUu 
6o; "afi~fyati hani~fyati 37; vadhi~f~a 'caedatis' 25 ; vart(i)syati 39 ;-with a 
diphthong, i11rni~1ir'7"6I, ef>epei~[E1]11t 57, µiy[El] in µi111, µiyei11 61 ; Lat. aua't 38, 40, 
*ad-ciyei in acciebo 40, *pacei and *preficei in panscor pro/iclscor 27, *sciyei (or 
*sciyi ?) in scibit 40, *tegei in legibat (?) 43; Balto-Slavic vidai (or -oi) in OBulg. 
vidrachu 42 ;-with long diphthong in pre-Latin liabli~[ei]mos 56, cf. Goth. 
habdis 55 ;-in -OM in (i)<f>ep6µ-'l" S6; in-am 65; in -(E)s-1 in Skr. han[as]i~f)'ati (?) 

37, dii[si] syali 39; (i)yvi(i[s1]11lh1r Sr. 

G. ELLIPTIC FORMS. 

a. By t:llipsis of the auxiliary verbs the priora were themielves felt as finite 
verb forms 5; ellipsis with Skr. infinitive, Latin historical infinitive, cf. on 
agimini 6. 

b. Ist sg. a dative infin. in -AI, Skr. dulie (pres.) Lat. videi (pf.) : oioa[i) 
57; cf. Skr. vi-kn-r,w 52; 2d sg. in -sAr, Skr. bhdr-as-e 57; 3d sg. in -EI, Skr. duht 
(pres.) olde[t] (pf}. 57. Note also 1st, not 2d sg., k?'-fe in Skr. 57; 2d sg. in 
-stha(i) 75; 2d plural Skr. vida is also from an infin. in -AX!, cf. Lat. agimini (6), 
57. Similar infinitives are found in Balto-Slavic 2d sg. in -ti 60, in Lat. noli 
56-57, cf. on 3d sg. µ€A.et 5S; long diphthong in ef>ipr; 58, 7rpir; S6; form in -(E)s-1 
in Lat. /are sequnt 39; in ·OM in 'Mf3ov S2. 
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c. Ellipsis with participial prius gives Skr. rat • regit' (regas) 20, 22; Skr. 
data= dabit 22; Lat. proditor sc. sit 5. The Latin passive, see infra; pf. ptc. 
prius as full verb form, Skr. iyus 72, Umbr. benuso 74, 92. 

H. Tiu EITI conjugation.I 

a. Standard paradigm GWHEN+·EIMI EIS! EITI, pl. {E)IMOS (E)fTHE EYONTI/ 
IYONTI 48, 68 j (?) cf. opaiv-ei~· 65; also E(l)M E(I)S etc. in forms like l11rai·1JV 
(i)µiy-17v 61, (i)tpep6µ-1/V 86; cf. rrpi11rat 86, Larai~f;r11v 61; Skr. -AIS -AIT endini:;s 
62; EYO EYES(!) EYET(l) flexion in Feµ~t(,) ~11rfo doceo 59, moneo 56, queo nequeo 
59; in amaris 61, dedisses 25. 

b, Infin. -Ui in ORulg. nos~ti 59; 2d/3d sg. -is -U 56, 59, 62; Skr. abrarAt 
60; -iTO, 3d sg. injunctive and iMAHI 1st pl, 34; fMOS in dedimus 74-75; zd pl. 
-ITHA=2d sg. in Skr. ni-nay-itka 'duxisti' 75; ptc. -fros in Lat. sopuus: Skr· 
svapUa-s 59. 

c. -(l)YE· forms 31-32, 34, 36; Skr. bkare-ya-tam 61; (I)YONTI in Lat. rudiunt 
59; ptc. stems EYONT· and IYONT· in Greek desideratives Krav~iovra b..peiovrer 
KaKKtiovrer, mid. IYOMENA in moµtv1765; OIYAI in Lat.noc-ui 98; ivi in Lat. perfect 
59, 66, 72 fn.; Lat. fut. ibit 40; Lat. desideratives in -io, type esurio parturio 89; cf. 
ligurio 90; pf. ptc. of ElTI in pre-Latin ~w(Jt.jiyus·, whence i'yos-/i.wus- 72. 

I. Tke ESTI conjugation. 

a. Based on living complexes like irrire~ iofoa 67 ; ESMI Es(s)r EST! forms 
48, 51, 69-70; -o{s)MI and -E(s)TI 70-71 (cf. Lith. ii<s>te 'itis' 70). Procope 
forms 's 'sT etc. 31, 51; 2d sg. tir/e<r 44. 

b. ESO ESES(I) ESET(I) flexion in mc~ero 0ei~~[ES](,)/0t1~€(11)(,)Skr.(a)dikHas]as 
8 sq.; in general 51; in Skr. desideratives 28 ; pre-Greek ESEIT(I) 38; 1st pl. 
(E)SOMOS yielded sumus and erimus 32 fn.; 2d dual Skr. -stdm, 2d pl. -stain 
vadki-~ta 'caedatis' 23, 25; 3d pl. SENTI 32 fn., (E)SONTI 51, ENT! 51, 70, 74. 

c. Augmented preterit ESA (&s~I:) in (i)..pwa17r[Es]a 18; ESOM in OBulg. 
vidi-acku 42; cf. dederat from DED[Is] ESAT 25 . 

d. Future-Optative paradigm ·SYETI ·SYET 37; the optative (E)S(I)YEM (ii)SIYES 
(E)SIYii:T 32; Greek 3d pl. eiev 32 fn.; ·tt1Jr in µiy-ei17r 61 ; Goth. optative siyaip 
from a blend of s(I)YETE and ESOIT£ : foi 32 fn.; Lat. simus sitis sis 33, 59. 

e . Lat. eras 62. 

J. Root conjugation from EST! conjugation. 

a. See in general 67; exx. Skr. dve~~[Es]mi 'invidus~sum', da~ti • cele
brans~est' from DEKS~[Es]Tl, Lat. fers from BHERs~[.:s]I, Li th. st!'st from 
s'E(o)s~[EsjTI. Gradation in root conjugation 67. 

K. Tke ESKETI conjugation. 

a. Lat. escis escit, EaKt i11Kov 52; evpir~[ES]K(,) etc. 27. 

L. Tke STHO/E (STHA) conjugation. 

a. Person endings from STHA: STHA[I] in olu8a, Lat. nosli 75; -µe-Oaj-µe-110a 
83; cf. also under preverbal flexion, supra B. 

'On the copulative value ot EITI see 44. 
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b. Tense-complexes: ai(""'(u)6avt.1 ' capiens....,sto ', cf. dµap[ a]ravt.1 'non~
tangens~sto' 78; 2d pl. STHE in typt/)op[ u ]6e; 3d pl. sTHANTI in iyp71}'6p[u ]6iiat 
75; pres. formant sTHO/E in Lithuanian 76. cf. OBulg. pleta 77; STO/E in Skr. 
ttffati Vtf~ate 7S; -sTHAT in Lat. guslat va[p]stat 76-77; aor:(t)yv.:i(rr a611r: Skr. 
(ayM(sr stkii.s (cf. on the -IJ11v : ·T/V aorists) Sr. 

c. Infin.-impv. ·STHAI in &u(rra6at : Av. dasti, cf. Av. bn·~[s]6e .ptpea6at 
1Jta6at 75, 77 fn., S2; ·STHi in Av. b"·lf.li: OBulg. plesti 77 fn . 

d. Past ptc. -TO- from -STHO·S So, cf. Q)'l-t.J(r)-aror a!!'a(r)~aror. 

e. Superlative in -STHOS So. 

M. Nasal ttmjugations. 

a. Skr. complexes with nJ ' ducere ' remammg unwelded in vi-krayam 
nayati ' mercatum ducit ', vi-flrtim n. •ad mutationem d.' S6; the SNEI complexes 
in Sanskrit S5, cf. on &pai-vttr (?) 65. The SNEU complexes S5; Skr. fakntlli 5C!· 

b. Gerundials: Skr. van-T)ya-s • optari (se) ducens ', kara-T)Jya-s from ka"'.' 
nJyas' fieri (se) ducens ', cf. Lat. Cupien-nius Heren-nius S7. 

N. The NO/E tonjugation. 

a. Lat. danunt: Skr. danas , Skr. bkananti, -a6avt.1 contain an infinitive prius 
in ·N, followed by the thematic endings (70--71) 26 fn., 3S fn., 70, 7S. 

0. Tiu BHU ttmjugatitm. 

a. Lat, ·bo fut. 3S, 40; -bam impf. 43; rapie-bam from rapyes-bam(?) 97. 

P. The ER. tonjuratitm. 

a. 3d pl. ending -(E)RONTI ' ierunt' 72-73. 

Q. The WES ttmjugation. 

a. Skr. auxiliary verb vas 40 fn.; pf. ptc. in wos 72, 98. 

R. VOICE, THE ITALO-CELTIC PASSIVE. 

a. These forms arose, with ellipsis of the copula (5-6 etc.), from agent nouns 
in TUR/TOR 88 sq.; impv. dator =usual form of agt. noun, indic. datur the -1'UR. 
form 92 ; dialect forms in -TIR = agt. noun in ·TER; those in -ter the vocative of 
the nouns in -TER (?); in -tur agt. nouns in -TOR; those in -tar a samprasara~a 
form of -TUR. 92. Celtic passive 93. Lat. pass. infin. in -ier from -YES(I) 94 sq. 

S. MOOD FORMS. 

a. Impv.-inlin. in ·SI 39; •A subjunctive has a feminine prius 69; -YE- opt.= 
a long-vowel subj. 31; ·OI· opt. a deflected grade of -EI· indic. 62; Lat. sis sit 24, 
33 ; Lat. i- future =opt. 64. 

T. NOUN l<'LEXION (99-105), cf. Syntax. 

a. General: shift in declension form 5 l ; monosyllabic root nouns, their 
instability ro; cries and calls, dissyllables in diphthongs 99, monosyllables 104; 
precasuals 99, vocative diphthongal 100; diphthong case endings 1o:z ; vocative 
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yielded the other diphthongal cases, dative, instrumental, locative tor ; vocative 
yielded nomi.nati ve 72', 104; nominatival -s of relatively late adoption 34, 
I04-Io5; nominative formed by adding the demonstratives ES and rs to a voca
tival base ro4-IG5<; neminative plural= vocative singular I02; plural from sin
gular 102, 104; AI, EJ,/OI declensions I03; genitive has articular endings ES 

so/ SYO 106. 

U. PHONETICS. 

a. General: Bantu concords 53; instability of monosyllables IO; emotional 
potentiality of long vowels and diphthongs 35; in the vocative (Skr. pluti) 100; 
vowel harmony 43. 

b. Haplology: Isl of letters, [s]TH I6, <o, 82 (Skr. sapta-[s]tkd·s •7th'); 
2d of syllables, 28 (Skr. cikits'"'[as]at, pipas'"'[as)ati); Skr. a'a[si]-syati 39, a'ik8· 
[as]al 13 j oe~(ES)c.> 14 j OtoanEs]Kc.> 52; oo('"'[ES)Ke 26 j tVpt('"'(ES]Kc.> 26-27; 
µev[ES]t(u)oVO'i I7; Lat. caps[Es]it 12; crua'[qs]euit 27; gu[si]sl<ls So; lux[Es]it 12; 
pas [ES]cor 26 ; quaes[ESJo 66. 

c. Procope in ESTI paradigm (not gradation) 3I, 5I. 
d. Syncope of IE. pretonic vowel I ; in gen. sg. and nom. pl. in (E)s 72, 89: 

in Skr. varl(i)syati 39; in ARK(I)STHOS 'apKTor' 79; double syncope in !-KSTHOS 
' ursus ' 79; in k((i)stkos ' Cactus' So. 

e. Gradation : ·i from -EI 59, 62, from -YE· 33 ·; long and short vowels in noun 
flexion IO; A by levelling of~ and E S5: ·O from ·OM (iyti: Skr. alidm:: o&l: 
Av. dam) 71. 

f. Samdhi forms of final diphthongs showing loss of the I (u) e.lement I ; cf. 
ayt : ayet (see 99--100), vvµrpa : Skr. kdnye; olOa: Lat. vidti, oiu8a : vidisti; KAVTOt·/ 
1et.vra Io2. 

e:. Consonants: heavy groups 77 ; KSTH- > ks 79 fn. ;> s- 79 fn.; KWSTH> 
s 79 fn.; KSTH> kt(k) 77; RSTH> rt(k) 82; >Lat. -rs- So; k/k 77 fn.; p ques
tioned 79; STH not v in Lat. texo ursus 79 ; ·s>ss when final in a (separable) 
complex I. 

h. Sanskrit : aas a weak grade of a 26 fn.; -i-, not ~ in fut. 37; Bartholo
mae's law, exceptions to So; t/tk 78, by Grassmann's law So; -THY·> -TY- S2; 
D(H)DH> a'dk, not sdk S2; -m/-n in Skr. -am for -an 19. 

i. Greek: afor E S6; E in aor. -01/v secondary 81 ; KT from -XSTH- 79; aspi· 
rate in 2d pf. due to KeKAo</>a> etc. replacing *Ktl0.o</>[s]8a 75 ; -T· from -ss retained 
16 fn. 

j. Latin: Vowel levelling in, 43; procope in fJespera'scit 27; pretonic lt<a 
in slt~na 89 fn. ; final diphthong in iambic word like kuml 43; e <AI, EI/or hi 
hiatu 40, 64; e<EI 55, 64; oe <au in oboedio 38 fn.; oe <ii in Cloetemestra 38 fn.; 
-u0s < orwos 98. Consonants. secondary -ds-> -(d)z- in arcesso 66 fn. ; -NN· < -mn
87; •rs- (/.r) <RKSTH So ; -xt· <istli- 77. 

k. Umbrian -s- retained in benuto 92; -(s)s·> -r- in Italic 74. 
l. Old Irish: Wass- lost in this tongue in proclisis? 51 fn. 

V. DERIVATION AND ETYMOLOGY. 

a. Suffixes : -(s)NI ' ductrix ', -(s)NO- ' tractus ', • trahens ' (in fJtntnum = 
amorem ducens), in past ptcc. 85, and fn.; ·Nos- S2, 85 ; N/R variation S8 ; 
-TOR/TUR : .,/TWER • facere' in OBulg. tvoriti 'facere'; cf. Lat. eul-tura SS-89; 
-STH- in parts of body 79 fn. 
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b. Sanskrit : ·t determinant in tlyt4·1 • splendere' llI; a11i beginning a fable 
53 ; Mo/varts • sagae ' 88 ; krt-niiti = mercatum ducit 86 ; kfitis • regnum ' 79 fn. ; 
tar-!yas· • vehementer ieos' 9r ; tur-!ya· ' 4th' <' captain, princeps' 9I; .,/ tlan 
38 fn.; "°"an infin. not a gen. sg. 3a•and fn.; (a)4yaul • ·aplendebat' 2I ; dravi7)al· 
• bonum, divitiae' 85; d(h)elii <d\h)as-dhi 82; "iitli <sNi(s)TH = sacruficans 
stare, ni-tlia' carmen' 85 ; nl <mii • ducere trahere ', speciaHeed .in the Euro· 
pean branch as 'nere ftactere' 8.5; til·mi-s •tire' <ind11!:tum 85 ; 6rav!tni • dico ' 
: Lat. mnnor. 59; 66a1UZnti : Lat. /a#lur ~6 fn.; "'"(s)·fis ;:: r.apiens~sis 25 ; 
vli.n41i 8 5 ; fO!mtJJi : Lat. qu10 59. 

c. Avestan: ·iii ht infinitive 56; infin. "t"/~m •dare' 38 ;/Jav • saginare ', 
fJao-nay· ' saginatae ' 89-fn. 

d. Gteek : ay!·viw • agere~o;luco. 89 fn.; ai(r)-otlav(» capiens._.sto '' d-µapI 

[sJravw 'non~tangens.....ato • 78; ap1Cror 'bear' <.uucrsTHOS • cave-dweller', 
ap["']·iwr 'in arce c11bans' 79; ,8ap[or]~O"Ta'"' 76; 6i-66v-11t 38 : Skr. 
dan 38 ; 66r ' da' =agt. noun vocat-ive 82; 6paiv. .(in 6paiv-tir) a blend 
of 6pcu-/6paµ. 65; id.icv(r.ra<'a~wv 'trahi~.,tans' 76; Feµ~iw, Feµ- an infin. 
of .,/wi. • ftare • 59; ev-vvµt ((ow-vvµt) •vestem (cingulum) traho' 85; fo/Jlw 78; 
laBt, original:ly • sta ', not • es ' 5 l fn. ; 1COipa-(a)vor ' heer-zog' 9-I fn.; 1traoµa1 
tcT'i;µa. from •rtw.oµtU *'r~µa 79 fn.; 11:1'.l.Wr ' ·still', blend of the roots Qf quies and 
#an 79 fn . ; •µM.IJr ' cura' I8 ; velrat : OLat. ni.s 'ne~ ' 85 ; veiJµat • eo ' 8.5 ; 
vev(r)~O"Ta(wv 76; Vt(.111 ' nan&' <' pulling' 86 ; v11.ittv 'struere trahere' 85; ~v-v 
• with ' for •a1LV.v : .,/ s£Kw 66; 61traAA.or ( Boeot.) 'eye' 79 fn. ; Tr6picor 77 fn. ; 
(i)11'pt.6.µ•1/V• •mercatum~ibam' 86; l:arvp-01 'comedones' 89 fn.; ar6p-vvµt • I 
strew~pile' 85; Tbrvpot •Salii' 89 fn.; riipavvor <TUll~+sNos' copiam ducens' 
9I fn. 

e. Latin: Suffix ·Iwos • going• in inter-ntc-!vus etc. 98; arcer (in arusso) 
•pursuers' 66 fn.; arc·s, originally 'specus' 79; auetor 5 fn.; cm[tum]turio 
'centum~ducens' 91 ; dan·unt, infin. prius 70; -ductre • trahere' : Skr. duli 
'mulgere' 13 fn.; in, interjection> demons. pronoun 50-5l; gnarus 'sciens' 
<GNANOS· q fn.; gu(s)stat 'tasting~stands' 76; ntqueo, queo : Skr. falmdti 59; 

pkc(1)to' lashing stands" 77 fn.; quaeso 66; rtg(n)Jna, reduplication of ·Ni/Ni 85; 
sagtna from PsA(Y) • edere' +AGiNA quasi • actio • 89 fn.; satelli1t1 from KSATEL 
• rex' + sNo • ducens ', "Nith irradiation from equites 91 fn. ; satur ' comedo ', 
from PSATUR 89 fn . ; sikt, cf. 79 fn . ; sopire from soP(EI) 'ad somnum '+ • ire' 
59; va[p]stat • rapiens~stat' 77; ·vis 'wilt' < 1ive/is > si/is, with restored v, 
sivis 55 fn. 

f. Umbrian ier • ierunt, itum est': Av. *!yara 72; /erar 92; pe,.snimu' preca· 
tor ' , persnis' precatu s': Skr. Ni ' ducere' 85. 

g. Olrish: amail, blend of a cognate of Lat. simi/is with a cognate of Skr. 
amutlia 'illo modo, ita. SI fn.; (?)ind <ENTOS, not SENTOS 51 fn. 

h. Lithuanian 1ui-myna1: .,/KEl • cu bare' 79 fn.; yra : Eng. art 72. 
i. OBulg.pkt'f : plesti n. 
j. Germanic: Goth. ·silan 'silere' 79 fn . ; OSaxon sethal' sedes' 79 fn.; Eng. 

1pell 77 fn. 

W . SEMANTICS. 

a. Tautological compounds: Skr. i)l'U'li 72; h;lvar'ts • sagae' · 88; vhnati 
85; 6tt1C·VV- 72, 84; Lat. -tur-ion- in cmtutio 9l. 
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b. General: "lion" <tearer or mangler 79 fn. Military terms in ·TUR· 91 ; 
Eng. whip= agt. noun 77 fn. 

c. Interpretation of passages: Rig Veda I, 120, 6c; 1, 149, Ia; I, I 53, 4c; 
IO, 61, 2oc; 10, 99, 6a; IO, 105, 2d, all in 38 fn.; Plautus Mostellaria 462, § 61. 

X. SYNTAX. 

a. IE. "syntax" often not earlier than ethnic 36; ,./STHA as a copula SI fn. 
b. Voice: voicelessness I, 7, 52, 55, 82 ; act./pass. 37, 6I, 65 fn., So. 
c. Person: 2d. sg. = 2d pl: 75; Lat. ideal 2d person was an indic. SS fn.; 

impersonal due to ellipsis 60; fJUispiam sentences(= indef. "they") 92-93· 
d. Causative sense not due to objective word form 59. 
e. Mood: distinctions not original 36; allocation of modal force 55; mood· 

lessness 7, 55 ; moods emotional 7, 35; injunctive 7, 36 ; opt. of a verb 'to will ' 
improbable, but an emotional very probable 55 ; opt. subsequent to subj., and 
neither original 36; OPruss. immais, impv. from opt.; mood of Eng. "come" 
(impv.) 36; impv.·infin. ti~n 38; rriet/trle ayet/aye 56; gerundials from infinitive 
87. 

f. Tense : tenselessness 7; developed from augment 47; gnomic tenses 75 fn.; 
conative and future shadings due to composition with auxiliary 63 ; conative and 
other modal notes in imperfects 40-41 ; inchoative force of ·sTHO/E 76; itera· 
tive force of Lat. participial complexes 59; Latin loss of old thematic impf. 41. 

g. Nouns trans. 9, 25; nom. from voe. 82; genitive regimen of verbs of 
ruling due to nominal prius 29; "locals" indicating all place relations 50; loca
tive, suflixless, universal range of in language 50, locative words (precasuals) 
Lith. mi ti si, Lat. ce Irish ci 50. 
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